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From the Archive –  

Why Australia must apologise to Italians interned during World War II 
 

Mia Spizzica, PhD Candidate, Monash 

University 
December 6, 2011 6.34am AEDT 

 
Last month, the South Australian 
parliament unanimously accepted a 

bi-partis an motion moved by Labor 
member, Tony Piccolo, to 

acknowledge the wrongful internment of Italian civilians 
living in Australia during World War II. 

This small step may usher in a new period of reconciling 
with the darker side of wartime Australia and help us 
better understand this chapter of our history. 

Silent for too long 

 
Italian-Australians deserve an apology for their 

mistreatment in internment camps in World War II.  

Australian War Memorial Collection 

During World War II, as in the Great War, civilians from 
enemy nations were detained behind barbed wire 

regardless of age, health or political views. Italian 
migrants experienced popular resentment in Australia, 
although they had escaped Fascism and another war 
looming in Europe. 
Monarchist Italy had fought with the British in the Great 

War, but the British viewed Benito Mussolini’s Fascist 
dictatorship differently after its invasion of Abyssinia in 

the mid-1930s. Britain and other European nations also 
had strong colonial interests in Africa which led to uneasy 
political relationships. 
Once Italy declared war on Britain and its allies on 10th 
June 1940, Italian migrants in Australia became political 
pawns. 

Heartfelt apology needed 
Successive Australian governments have been silent on 
the issue of wartime reparation to civilians who were 
swept up as “enemy aliens” when their country of birth 
became a wartime enemy. 
Piccolo’s motion to acknowledge Italian migrants’ wartime 
suffering at the hands of the Australian military and 

security services revisits WA Liberal Senator John 

Panizza’s original motion presented to the Hawke 
government in 1990, which was less successful. 

It is a welcome step forward to have Italian pre-war 
migrants’ sufferings acknowledged by the South 
Australian parliament. The next stage should be full 
acknowledgement by our Federal Parliament, as occurred 
with the Stolen Generations and Child Migrants. 

Regrettably, the South Australian motion stops short of a 

genuine heartfelt “sorry” for the many political, military 
errors of judgement and violations of human rights that 
caused incredible sufferings for migrant families in this 
nation. 

 
Italian immigrants living in Australia were quickly seen as 
“enemy aliens” during World War II.  

There was limited acknowledgement of the widespread 

xenophobia against Italian families throughout the war 
years. My research has found that even after 70 years, 
there is still unresolved anguish for Italians who lived 
through that era. 

The internment story 
Italian internee families in Australia during the war had no 
access to government support. The Salvation Army 

offered emergency relief for destitute families, but a 
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number of these were eventually interned at Tatura to 
access basic food and shelter. 
Women who were left at home, barely managed to 
survive on farms, in businesses or as seamstresses. A few 
internment guards and locals also pillaged internees’ 

packages sent from families or the Red Cross. Vehicles, 

bicycles, cameras, and radios were permanently 
confiscated or later returned broken. Italian doctors’ 
medical instruments were found in private surgeries after 
the war, requiring lengthy legal action to be returned. 
The motion also omits to mention the many sad cases of 
Italian deaths during internment. In some cases, the 
internees were denied access to essential specialist 

medical care. While the number of reported deaths seems 
relatively small, many were avoidable while others 
remained unreported. 

 
Internees being moved within Loveday, one of South 
Australia’s internment camps. Australian War Memorial 

There were also women and children who died during 
their internment at the Tatura camp, but these are 

never discussed. Salvatore Previtera, a Queensland 

internee whose child died, wasn’t allowed to attend the 
funeral. 

Political pawns 
No nation has a monopoly on unfair treatment of enemy 
civilians and Australia was not immune to abuses against 
the most vulnerable migrants from enemy nations. But 
must Italian migrants accept their wartime sufferings in 

silence simply because Fascist Italy decided to declare 
war on Britain? 
Most pre-war Italian-Australian families suffered far more 
than they have ever dared to reveal until now. My 
research on Italian internment hopes to add to many 

other eminent scholars works by exploring details of the 

daily lives of Italian men, women and children in Australia 
during the war years. 

Buried history 
Loveday in South Australia was the largest 
Commonwealth internment camp in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Italian-Australians were arguably the largest 
group of almost 5,000 Italian civilians incarcerated in any 

Allied nation, yet this remains insignificant in Australia’s 
wartime story. 
There are only a few of the former internees left today, 
now reaching their late 80s and 90s who would benefit 
greatly from a public acknowledgment of the past, as well 
as material compensation. 

The time is ripe for a full and sincere apology with 
appropriate compensation for the Italian families who lost 

so much in Australia during World War II. Canada and the 
USA have fully apologised to Japanese, German and 
Italian interned civilians with reparations. 
Australian Indigenous Peoples waited for 200 years for an 
apology. How long will interned Italian-Australians need 

to wait? 
http://theconversation.com/why-australiamustapologise-
to-italians-interned-during-world-war-ii-4582  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

EgyptAir flight MS804 crash: debris ‘not from missing plane’ – live 

EgyptAir flight with 66 on board lost over 
Mediterranean 

EgyptAir Flight MS804 from Paris disappeared over the 
eastern Mediterranean Sea 160 miles short of its 
destination, Cairo. The plane was carrying 56 passengers 

and 10 crew, including 30 Egyptian and 15 French 
nationals, as well as three Egyptian security officials. 
Though the French president, François Hollande, and 
Greek officials have said the plane appears to have 
crashed, Egypt’s prime minister, Sherif Ismail, said it was 
too early to rule out any explanation for the incident, 
including terrorism.  

The 12-year-old Airbus A320’s last communication was at 
its cruising altitude of 37,000 ft about 2.30am local time. 
It was 10 miles into Egyptian airspace when it vanished 
from radar without any distress signal. Ismail said search 
operations are under way in the area where it is believed 
to have lost contact.  

EgyptAir flight MS804 goes missing between Paris 
and Cairo – live updates 
 

*Terrorism ‘most likely’ cause of crash, officials 
say 
*Massive search underway in Mediterranean 
*Interactive: what do we know about why flight 
MS804 crashed? 

*** 
Israel successfully tests shipborne Iron Dome 

missile interceptor 

IDF unveils new weapon that can block short-

range ballistic missiles while aboard a moving 

ship, expected to protect offshore rigs and 

other assets 
By AFP and Raoul Wootliff May 18, 2016, 7:01 pm 1 
Israel has successfully tested a maritime missile 
interception system that can shoot down short-range 

missiles, dubbing it the “Iron Dome of the Sea,” the navy 
announced on Wednesday. 
The Tamir-Adir system, which the IDF said can shoot 
down short-range rockets similar to those fired from 
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Gaza, successfully destroyed “several” missiles, Col. Ariel 
Shir, head of operational systems in the navy, said.  

 
The Israeli Navy tests a new sea-based missile defense 
system, in a video released on May 18, 2016 - screen 
capture: YouTube. 

Shir said that during tests carried out two weeks ago, a 

battery mounted to a ship shot down every one of a 
salvo of short-range ballistic rockets fired from the shore. 
He said the test “proved the Israeli navy’s ability to 
protect Israel’s strategic assets at sea against short-
range strategic rockets.” 

A video provided by the army showed a rocket launcher 
installed on a ship firing at targets in the sky and later 

intercepting a missile. 

During the 2014 Gaza war, Israel deployed its Iron Dome 
system on land to shoot down rockets fired by Hamas 
and other terror groups across the border, calling the 
system a game-changer. 
The Tamir Adir system uses technology developed for 

Iron Dome but adjusted for the operational needs of a 

moving vessel. 
The system was in development for several years, but 
was only unveiled to the public Wednesday. 
The battery is designed to be placed on a moving ship 
traveling up to cruise speed and will be used to protect 
strategic assets, such as natural gas rigs, in Israel’s 
territorial waters. 

Included in Israel’s sea assets is a major offshore gas rig 
around 16 nautical miles from Gaza which the Hamas 
terror group has previously targeted unsuccessfully. 
Any damage to the rig or other rigs under development 
could be hugely damaging to the Israeli economy, since 
it provides large amounts of the country’s energy needs 

and is expected to turn Israel into a gas exporter 
 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-successfully-tests-
shipborne-iron-dome-missile-interceptor/

_____________________________________________________________
Summary 

Here’s what we know so far about EgyptAir flight 
MS804, which went missing en route from Paris to 
Cairo at 2.30am local time Thursday morning. 

*EgyptAir retracted its claim to have found 
wreckage belonging to MS804, falling in line with 
Greek authorities who said that floating debris did not 
belong to the plane. “We stand corrected,” Airline vice-
president Ahmed Adel told CNN, adding that the 
recovered debris “is not our aircraft”. 
*President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi ordered the navy, 

air force and army to join with Egyptian, French, 
Greek and US forces searching the Mediterranean for 
debris. The debris falsely attributed to MS804 was 
found near the island of Karpathos, east of Crete. 
*Egypt’s aviation minister Sherif Fathy said 
terrorism was more likely than technical failure to 
be the cause of the crash. “The possibility of having 

a terror attack is higher than the possibility of 
having a technical [problem],”  he told reporters. 
French president François Holland, Egyptian prime 
minister Sherif Ismail and the White House said that 
terrorism could not be ruled out. 
*No group has claimed responsibility for downing 

the aircraft, and search teams still have no sign of the 
Airbus A320 or the 66 people who were on board. 
*The plane is presumed crashed in the 

Mediterranean, east of Greece and about 10 miles 
into Egyptian airspace. “Family members of 
passengers and crew have been already informed and 
we extend our deepest sympathies to those affected,” 

EgyptAir said in a statement. 

*The plane made “sudden swerves” before 
dropping off radar over the Mediterranean, Greek 
defense minister Panos Kammeno said.The plane made 

a 90-degree turn left, and then dropped from 37,000 
feet to 15,000 feet before swerving 360 degrees right, 
he said.  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ask the question:  
Is the loss real or is it a mere military exercise? Think of German Air in the French Alps! 
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Sabba - And... Egypt Air Flight MS804 Flew Right 

Through it... 

*** 

Phoenix Express 2016 Commences 
Story Number: NNS160517-22Release Date: 

5/17/2016 3:44:00 PM 
From U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet 
Public Affairs 

SOUDA BAY, Greece (NNS) -- Maritime forces from 
Europe, North Africa, and the United States began the 
10th iteration of the multinational maritime Exercise 
Phoenix Express, May 17.  
Phoenix Express, sponsored by U.S. Africa Command 
(AFRICOM) and facilitated by U.S. Naval Forces Europe-
Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet, is designed to improve regional 

cooperation, increase maritime domain awareness 
information-sharing practices, and operational capabilities 
to enhance efforts to achieve safety and security in the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

Quick Facts: 
This year's exercise control group will be hosted at the 

NATO Maritime Interdiction Operations Training Center 

(NMIOTC) located in Souda Bay, Greece, but training will 
take place throughout the Mediterranean to include North 
African nations' territorial waters. 
The at-sea portion of the exercise will test North African, 
European, and U.S. forces' abilities to combat illegal 
migration, illicit trafficking, and movement of materials 

for weapons of mass destruction. Additionally, 
participating forces will work together to practice 

procedures of search-and-rescue in cases where vessels 
are in distress.  
Participating Maritime Operations Centers (MOCs) will 
exercise information-sharing practices. 
Participants of Phoenix Express have opportunities to 

enhance expertise in a number of areas: boarding 

techniques, search-and-rescue operations, medical 
casualty response, MOC to MOC communication, and 
maritime domain awareness tools.  
Scenarios focused on the globally-recognized Proliferation 
Security Initiative (PSI) will allow endorsing nations of 
Tunisia and Morocco to develop capabilities to detect and 
disrupt the delivery of materials used to build and develop 

weapons of mass destruction.  
A Combined Maritime Operation Center (CMOC), led and 
comprised of North African navy officers, will form at 
NMIOTC to manage at-sea operations. 
While the exercise is facilitated by the U.S. Navy, senior 
leaders from North African navies have prominent roles in 

the exercise. A Moroccan officer will oversee the exercise 
control group; a Tunisian officer will oversee the CMOC; 

and an Algerian officer will oversee a five-ship surface 
action group participating in the at-sea phase. 
A senior leader seminar will be held one day prior to the 
start of the exercise, organized and facilitated by the Near 
East South Asia Center for Strategic Studies. The seminar 

will focus on the current maritime challenges in the 
Mediterranean and bring forward dialogue on how 
regional cooperation can address those challenges. 
Exercise Phoenix Express is one of three U.S. Naval 
Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet facilitated regional 
exercises. The exercise is part of a comprehensive 
strategy to provide collaborative opportunities amongst 

African forces and international partners that addresses 
maritime security concerns. 
Participating nations in Phoenix Express 2016 include 
Algeria, Croatia, Greece, Italy, Malta, Mauritania, 

Morocco, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey and the United States. 
NATO Shipping Center is also scheduled to participate. 
For more information, visit:  
http://www.navy.mil/, http://www.facebook.com/usnav
y/, or http://www.twitter.com/usnavy/. 
For more news from Commander, U.S. Naval Forces 
Europe and Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet, visit  
http://www.navy.mil/local/naveur/. 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=9474
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_________________________________________________  
Gutman writes: “He has dedicated one of the great talents of the century to ignoble ends”. Only a 

vindictive fool can write something like this about Wagner’s music. Then again, it must be remembered 
that Wagner broke with Nietzsche because of the latter’s hedonistic inversion. Wagner did not shy away 
from mentioning that sodomy was not one of his delights, to which Gutman surrendered his life.  
And note Herbert Weinstock’s comment about explaining everything about Wagner’s “swollen ego” in 

terms of the perverted Freudian “ego” concept, which has no capacity to explain human behaviour in 
terms of idealistic impulses that quite transcend elementary-primitive drug-induced Freudian ravings. 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Robert W. Gutman, Biographer of Wagner and Mozart, Dies at 90 
By MARGALIT FOX, MAY 18, 2016 

Robert W. Gutman, whose influential biographies of 
Wagner and Mozart helped upend popularly held ideas 
about both composers’ lives, died on Friday in the Bronx. 
He was 90. 
His death was confirmed by Steven Walsh, his husband 
and only immediate survivor. 

Trained in music and art history, Mr. Gutman was the 
author of “Richard Wagner: The Man, His Mind, and His 
Music” (1968) and “Mozart: A Cultural Biography” 
(1999). 

His Wagner book, which placed its subject in the larger 
intellectual context of his times, infuriated idolaters, for 
whom the master could do no wrong. 
While commending the beauty and majesty of Wagner’s 
compositions, Mr. Gutman also took pains to analyze his 
nonmusical activities — notably his profuse, turgid and 

virulently anti-Semitic writings, which would become a 
lodestar of Nazi ideology. 
Wagner’s music, Mr. Gutman argued, was in many 
respects a reflection of his personal ethos. Of his 1878 
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opera, “Parsifal,” for instance, Mr. Gutman concluded 
that its rendition of the story of the quest for the Holy 
Grail was not so much a Christian parable as it was a 
brief for Aryan racial purity. 

 
Robert W. Gutman CreditHarcourt Brace & Company 

“He has dedicated one of the great talents of the century 
to ignoble ends,” Mr. Gutman wrote, with obvious regret, 

of his subject. 
Reviewing the biography in The New York Times Book 
Review, Herbert Weinstock called it “much the richest 
and best-accomplished single volume on Wagner in 

English.” 
He further commended Mr. Gutman for “displaying the 
network of interconnections which finally enables us to 

comprehend how all of Wagner’s apparently unrelated 
activities emanated from the urges of that single mind 
and can be understood as manifestations of that swollen 
ego.” 
Mr. Gutman was awarded a Guggenheim Foundation 
fellowship to research his Mozart biography, which 

likewise examined the composer through a sociohistorical 
lens. 
In particular, it sought to dispel the idea, perpetuated by 
Peter Shaffer in his stage play “Amadeus,” which opened 
on Broadway in 1980, and the 1984 film adaptation, that 
Mozart was an infantile genius poisoned by his archrival, 
the composer Antonio Salieri. (Mr. Gutman maintained 

that Mozart died from illness, possibly rheumatic fever.) 
While some book critics spoke of being overwhelmed by 
the biography’s sheer bulk — it ran to some 840 pages — 

others welcomed the breadth of Mr. Gutman’s historical 
net. 
“For many, especially those influenced by the ‘holy fool’ 
version depicted in Peter Shaffer’s ‘Amadeus,’ Mozart is 
the embodiment of a composer whose life is marginal, at 

best, to his artistic achievements,” Martin Kettle wrote in 

The Washington Post. “Gutman’s book is above all an 
extremely erudite and lucid counterweight to this 
approach.” 
Robert William Gutman was born in Brooklyn on Sept. 
11, 1925, the son of Theodore Gutman, a lawyer, and 
the former Elsie Edenbaum, a legal secretary and 
homemaker. As a young man, he studied the piano and 

took instruction in music theory from Kurt Adler, a 
longtime conductor of the Metropolitan Opera. 
After earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees in music 
from New York University, Mr. Gutman joined the faculty 
of the Fashion Institute of Technology in Manhattan in 
the 1950s. There he taught art history and interior-

design history; he was the founding dean of the 
institute’s graduate division before retiring in the late 

1980s. 
A resident of Manhattan, Mr. Gutman was a visiting 
faculty member at Bard College and elsewhere. At 
midcentury, he was a founder of, and a music-history 
instructor at, the Bayreuth Festival Master Classes; the 

festival, in Bavaria, had been established by Wagner in 
the late 19th century. 
Throughout his work, Mr. Gutman was attuned to 
the fact that he was puncturing long-held beliefs 
about venerated figures.  
Among them was the idea that Mozart, who died in 1791, 
at 35, was dissolute and destitute at the end. 

“I search in vain for the guttering candle of Mozartean 
myth,” Mr. Gutman wrote. “To the end, he preserved 
Candide-like qualities: evergreen expectations, a passion 
to love and muscle to survive.” 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/19/books/robert-w-
gutman-biographer-of-wagner-and-mozart-dies-at-
90.html  

===================================================================== 
A Weltanschauung – world view 

 == Death is better than a life of fear – eternal renewal of nature and life == 

Wagner Documentary:  

In the Eye of the Ring 
Published on Aug 1, 2014 

An introduction to Richard Wagner's "The Ring of the Nibelung." This monumental cycle of four 

operas is one of the major achievements in the annals of art. The documentary breaks down 

and reveals all the Leitmotiv's, characters, scenes, plots, metaphors, mythology, and names in 

Wagner's Ring Cycle. 
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http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/19/books/robert-w-gutman-biographer-of-wagner-and-mozart-dies-at-90.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvpIbfslS9w 

Comments

  
ClassicPerformances210 months ago 
The motifs are elementary and myths taken right out of 

the bible... The mans music was overrated and totally 
simplistic.. The lietmotifs... I'd rather listen to Bernard 
Herrmann's film scores! 
Reply  
Robert Berger6 months ago 

+ClassicPerformances2 Wagner's music is "overrated and 

simplistic ?" Unbelievable ! Wagner's music for the Ring 
is extremely complex and subtle !!! You can spend your 
whole life listening to the Ring and never learn all its 

secrets and subtleties ! You obviously don't know diddly 
squat about Wagner and the Ring . I have been an 
ardent Wagner admirer for nearly 50 years since I was a 
teenager , and with all my experience with ti, I will never 
learn everything there is to know about it , 

________________________________________________  
From: jo <giuseppefurioso@aol.com> 

To: letters <letters@nytimes.com>; letters 

<letters@newsday.com>; letters <letters@forward.com>; 

letters <letters@nypost.com> 

Sent: Mon, May 16, 2016 8:46 am 

Subject: '' Gender Bending '' 

To The Editor,  
Today's Times (May 15,2016) profiled the child of 

Congresswoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen who was born 
Amanda but now goes by the name Rodrigo.  
In high school came out as bi-sexual and in college 
asserted she was transgender and began to take the 
male hormone testosterone.  
Now sporting a beard , she went on to marry a man.  
Since there is no mention of her having '' grown '' a 

penis, we can assume she still has a functioning vagina 
and that she uses it  when having sex with her 
anatomically male husband.  
If so, has she in fact come full circle sexually and is 
now''straight''.  

Am I the only one who sees the irony of  transgenders 
electing   to undergo hormone therapy to realize their so 
called true sexual identities? If these people identify as 

something other than what appears on their birth 

certificate shouldn't that be sufficient to accomplish the 
transition. If gender identity is all psychological then 
hormone therapy and operations are really 
unnecessary... you are who you think you are!   
Bruce Jenner is now Kaitlen but confesses that he still 
has sex with women...does that make '' her '' a lesbian, 

or , because she uses her still functioning penis is she 
still a man or perhaps she is a '' male'' lesbian. .  
Breast implants do not make someone a women and until 
Kaitlin Jenner has her testicles removed and replaced 
with a vagina she will still be Bruce.  
The same goes for Amanda Ros -Lehtinen whose use of 

male hormones merely transformed a conspicuously 
unattractive female into an even more unattractive 
female because of the beard she now sports.  
- Giuseppe 

_______________________________________________

 
Controversial speaker denied access to Parliament for a second time 

BJ SiekierskiPosted onMay 18, 2016 
Just over an hour before Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
was to rise in the House of Commons Wednesday 
and deliver an apology to Canada’s Sikh population for 
the 1914 Komagata Maru incident, Paul Fromm — anti-

immigration activist previously banned from entering 
Parliament — was scheduled to hold a press conference 
opposing it. 
Though his press conference was ultimately cancelled 
and Fromm was denied access to the Parliamentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvpIbfslS9w
https://www.youtube.com/user/ClassicPerformances2
https://www.youtube.com/user/ClassicPerformances2
https://www.youtube.com/user/ClassicPerformances2
https://www.youtube.com/user/ClassicPerformances2
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUjkyKbIgPKwf6p3ja8m6WQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUjkyKbIgPKwf6p3ja8m6WQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUjkyKbIgPKwf6p3ja8m6WQ
mailto:giuseppefurioso@aol.com
mailto:letters@nytimes.com
mailto:letters@newsday.com
mailto:letters@forward.com
mailto:letters@nypost.com
http://ipolitics.ca/author/bjsiekierski/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/05/18/a-text-of-the-prime-minister-s-apology-for-the-komagata-maru-incident_n_10028790.html
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precinct late Wednesday morning, that only came after 
some eleventh hour scrambling. 
“Prime Minister Trudeau’s apology to Sikhs for the 
Dominion Government’s decision 102 years ago to turn 
back the ‘Komagata Maru’, a ship carrying 376 Indians, 

mostly Sikhs, is humiliating and wrong,” Fromm, who 

heads up something called the Canada First Immigration 
Reform Committee,  was quoted in a media advisory. 
Fromm was previously connected to Holocaust denier 
Ernst Zundel and has been criticized by human rights 
groups for his racist views. 

 
His press conference was supposed to take place at 1:30, 
but just before 11 a notification was sent to the press 
gallery advising that it had been cancelled, without an 
explanation. 
The office of the speaker of the house of commons 
confirmed to iPolitics that, “further to a recommendation 

from the Deputy Sergeant at Arms, and based on past 
practice”, Fromm had been denied access to the precinct. 
That past practice referred to a motion brought by 
Conservative MP Jason Kenney in 2007, which ordered 
Paul Fromm and an individual named Alexan Kulbashian 
“be denied admittance to the precincts of the House of 

Commons during the present session to preserve the 

dignity and integrity of the House.” 
It was unanimously adopted by the House and applauded 
by Bernie Farber, head of the Canadian Jewish Congress. 
“It’s a good day for Canadian politics when all three 
parties can come together and recognize that Paul 
Fromm doesn’t deserve to be on Parliament Hill,”  Farber 

said at the time. 
Kenney couldn’t be reached Wednesday, but in 2007 he 
said Fromm and Kulbashian were free to express their 
views outside of Parliament, but had no right to do so 
inside. 
“If they want to get a soapbox and go out in front of the 
Parliament Buildings in this free country, they’re welcome 

to do so, but this House isn’t going to let them use 
public, taxpayer-funded resources,” he said then. 

Fromm responded by calling it “preemptive 
censorship” in a blog post. 
The whole episode got quite a bit of attention and drew 
comparisons to when Zundel himself was prevented from 

giving a press conference in Parliament 1998 after a MPs 
adopted a motion presented by then Liberal House leader 
Don Boudria. 
In contrast, several MPs told iPolitics following question 
period Wednesday they were unaware Fromm was even 
supposed to hold a press conference earlier in the day. 

 
Author: BJ Siekierski 

BJ is a native of Ottawa and has been with iPolitics since 
February 2011. He primarily covers developments in 
Canadian trade policy, such as progress in the Canada-
European Union and Trans-Pacific Partnership trade 
negotiations. He has master’s degree in international 

affairs and bachelor’s degree in History and English, both 

from Carleton University. View all posts by BJ Siekierski 

Comments 

 
Tomasz Winnicki • 8 hours ago 
“It’s a good day for Canadian politics when all three 
parties can come together and recognize that Paul 
Fromm doesn’t deserve to be on Parliament Hill,” Farber 
said at the time. 
Jews don't deserve to be among White Europeans. 

 
FToben  • 19 hours ago  

Free expression in Canada has been dead since Ernst 
Zundel in his court cases of 1985, 1988 and 1993 

successfully exposed its enemy to be those who shout 
the loudest: "racist", "antisemite", "Holocaust denier" - 
as if truth could be ensnared by such defamatory 
concepts. 
Bill Malcolm • 10 hours ago 
Freedom of speech to espouse racist views at a press 
conference held within Parliament Hill buildings strikes 

me as the sort of brainpower these people feel entitles 
them to hold forth on illiberal notions appealing to 

people's baser instincts; no doubt Ezra Levant would 
have had a special brain "moment" if Fromm had pulled 
it off. 
However, since all our parliamentarians think Benny the 
Yahoo is wonderful and that Israel walks on water in 

simply everything they do, my dear, I cannot understand 
why people as morally reprehensible as they are are 
allowed to walk all over Parliament Hill lobbying for anti 
BDS motions, while a tired old racist gets booted to the 
corner instead. I fail to see the difference in outlook, as I 
imagine many Palestinians would agree. 

After seven decades wandering around shaking my head 
at the utter BS we get fed by as peasants who exist only 
to pay income tax, I think I have found the answer: I 
need to be re-edge-um-a-cated. 

 
thomas mcclung • 12 hours ago 
Free speech is indeed dead...I guess you can 
discriminate in this country. I guess view points that do 
not fit the narrative are simply to be "not allowed".  
Should let him say what he wants, canadians can judge 
for themselves thank you. 
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-
denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/  

_________________________________________________ 

http://canadafirst.nfshost.com/myths.html
http://canadafirst.nfshost.com/myths.html
http://www.canada.com/story.html?id=50ae0f93-7d22-4b34-8073-5cf4f4d9c6c2
http://www.canada.com/story.html?id=50ae0f93-7d22-4b34-8073-5cf4f4d9c6c2
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t431052/
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t431052/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/mps-unite-to-ban-2-speakers-from-parliament-buildings-1.636127
http://ipolitics.ca/author/bjsiekierski/
https://disqus.com/by/tomaszwinnicki/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/#comment-2685126388
https://disqus.com/by/FToben/
https://disqus.com/by/FToben/
https://disqus.com/by/FToben/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/#comment-2683806655
https://disqus.com/by/disqus_rSpjyGoBmU/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/#comment-2683195928
https://disqus.com/by/thomasmcclung/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/#comment-2683097216
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/
http://ipolitics.ca/2016/05/18/controversial-speaker-denied-access-to-parliament-for-a-second-time/
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Universities prohibit sarcasm 
THE AUSTRALIAN, MAY 20, 2016 12:00AM 

The age of political correctness was preceded by laws to 

suppress speech that dissented from prevailing Left 

orthodoxy. 
Canonical geniuses such as Socrates and Shakespeare 
subverted regimes of censorship in their day by 
deploying the satirical devices of irony and sarcasm. But 
in the 21st century, even irony’s satirical bedfellow has 
fallen victim to campus censors. 

In its inaugural audit of free speech on campus, the 
Institute of Public Affairs reveals that among Australia’s 
universities, only one enjoys a climate conducive to 
freedom of speech and civil debate. Most — 79 per cent 
— are rated red, indicating strong restrictions on free 
speech. A further 19 per cent have earned an amber 
rating. 

Public universities must comply with discrimination and 
vilification laws. Yet some restrictions of free speech on 
campuses exceed the arguably excessive censorship 

already codified in federal legislation such as section 18C 
of the Racial Discrimination Act. 
Murdoch University has introduced by-laws that impose a 

$50 fine on members who use “insulting language”. The 
University of Queensland lists sarcasm as a form of 
harassment and bullying under its discrimination policy. 

Western Sydney University policy also classifies sarcasm 

as bullying, in addition to teasing. Many universities have 

diversity toolkits that recommend broad curricular 
reforms that align teaching and learning with politically 
correct ideology. 
Such ideology includes postcolonial revisionism that casts 
the West as culpable for global oppression. It is markedly 
similar to the anti-Western rhetoric found in Islamic 

State’s propaganda magazine Dabiq. 
Despite public concerns, the assault on Western 
civilisation and its legacy of liberty continues on 
campuses across Australia, North America and Europe. 
Freedom of thought and speech are indivisible principles 
fundamental to the flourishing of public debate on 
campus. Without them, the foundational principle of 

higher education — the pursuit of truth — is rendered 
inert. 
Free speech must be protected as a universal value 

essential to both human progress and the future of the 
university in the 21st century. 
 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/editorials/uni
versitiesprohibitsarcasm/newsstory/475ef2277a0d2b08
43fd7cac8c0f10fb 

__________________________________________________ 
WOULDN’T IT BE NICE IF SOME INSIDER BLEW THE WHISTLE ON HISTORICAL FRAUDS? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Inside the Brett Whiteley Lavender Bay fakes trial 

MARTIN MCKENZIE-MURRAY, MAY 21, 2016 

An art dealer and conservator convicted of dealing in 
fake Brett Whiteleys now face a lengthy stint in jail. But 

the twists and turns in the five-week trial proved more 
colourful than the paintings themselves. 

 
One of the paintings at the centre of the trial: Blue 

Lavender Bay. - SUPPLIED 

Guy Morel was suspicious. At the art conservatory in 
which he worked, he began hearing whispers of 
mysterious paintings being made in his boss’s 
storeroom. “I thought you knew,” a colleague told 

Morel in 2006. Morel did not, but he wanted to. Soon, 
his curiosity would become alarm.  
Encouraged by his colleague, Morel waited for an 
opportune time to inspect the room. It was often 
locked, but the room’s separating wall did not reach 
the ceiling – it was a tall partition, leaving a gap at the 
top. While his boss was away, Morel placed a chair on 

a bench and, standing on the chair, with an extended 
arm blindly snapped photos of the room. Then he 
stepped down and inspected the digital images. He 
was shocked.  

*** 
During our long conversation, Peter Gant’s claims 
of innocence sometimes existed as footnotes, so 
secondary did they seem. 

*** 
The room contained works in progress that appeared 
to strongly emulate the style of the late artist Brett 
Whiteley. This wasn’t a subjective opinion – an original 
Whiteley sat nearby, seemingly as a template. As 
Morel stared at his photos, he knew something wasn’t 
right.  

Morel’s boss was Mohamed Aman Siddique who, until 
his arrest in 2014, was one of the most respected art 
conservators in Australia. Siddique had previously 
advised a host of galleries, including the National 
Gallery of Victoria, and had restored countless works 
for wealthy collectors. If you owned a valuable 
painting that required restoration, I was told by more 

than one person familiar with his work, Siddique “is 
maybe the best person in the country for the job”.  

A painter himself, with a style described to me as 
“meticulous but dull”, Siddique had studied at 
London’s Chelsea College of Arts before moving to 
Australia in 1983. “He has great skill and discipline,” 

an art figure, who wishes to remain anonymous, told 
me. “In fact, he’s a great recipe for a forger – 
someone who has both the art and the science.” 
Siddique’s conservatory, in the inner-Melbourne 
suburb of Collingwood, was a two-storey workshop 
stuffed with valuable pieces being retouched or 
reframed. The studio was filled with specialists. Guy 

Morel’s expertise was paper. Since the 1970s, he had 
studied bookbinding, chemistry and archiving, to 
better evaluate and preserve artworks and documents. 
Morel first met Siddique in the early 1980s, when they 
were both working at a conservation laboratory 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/editorials/universitiesprohibitsarcasm/newsstory/475ef2277a0d2b0843fd7cac8c0f10fb
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/editorials/universitiesprohibitsarcasm/newsstory/475ef2277a0d2b0843fd7cac8c0f10fb
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/editorials/universitiesprohibitsarcasm/newsstory/475ef2277a0d2b0843fd7cac8c0f10fb
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/contributor/martin-mckenzie-murray
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attached to a regional gallery. They lost contact until 
about 2001, when Morel was referred to clients who 
had approached Siddique for paper conservation. It 
had been a profitable and collegial partnership, but 
now Morel was sure his boss was a forger.  

Chain reaction 

In 2007, Detective Sergeant James MacDonald was 
working the fraud desk. On September 4, he received 
an anonymous phone call. The man on the other end 
hinted that he worked at a gallery, and that he had 
evidence of large-scale art fraud. It was Morel. He had 
agonised about going to police for months.  
Morel was lucky to find MacDonald, an officer with an 

interest in art and forgery. As a rule, Victoria Police 
doesn’t have the time, interest or expertise to properly 
investigate art fraud, especially given the small chance 
of a conviction. But now the paper conservator would 
begin secretly co-operating with its investigation, 
leading, for a while, a risky and duplicitous life. 

MacDonald would visit the studio with Morel, posing as 
a client. Soon, another detective, Senior Constable 

Justin Stefanec, was visiting the premises.  
The detectives knew, however, that at this stage no 
crime had been committed. It is not illegal to paint in 
the style of others, to copy works, nor to use another 
artist’s signature. For one, plenty of artists are 

inspired plagiarists. Artists constantly bend, borrow 
and refine their influences. The threshold for a crime 
was to knowingly sell counterfeited work.  
But in December 2007, when Andrew Pridham, 
chairman of the Sydney Swans, purchased what he 
believed to be a large Brett Whiteley, titled Blue 
Lavender Bay, it started a chain of events that 

culminated in the Victorian Supreme Court this month. 
Pridham paid $2.5 million for the work, via the art 
consultant Anita Archer, who had secured the painting 
from art dealer Peter Gant.  

Gant is notorious in Melbourne. The mention of his 
name to most Victorian curators or art dealers will 

elicit derision or a wry shake of the head. In 2010, a 
judge found Gant had sold three fake artworks, 
purportedly by Charles Blackman and Robert 
Dickerson. “They were deliberately contrived to 
deceive unsuspecting members of the public,” the 
judge said, and ordered the works destroyed.  
But in art forgery cases, mens rea is hard to prove. 

While the judge found the works to be counterfeit, he 
could not find that Gant knew them to be fakes. 
Despite this, Gant was found to have breached the Fair 
Trading Act.  
In April 2008, Brett Whiteley’s widow, Wendy, visited 
Pridham’s home to inspect his new acquisition. She 

didn’t have good news – she thought it looked 

strange; didn’t feel right. Pridham kept the painting, 
but his suspicions grew. In 2010, he secured the 
services of Professor Robyn Sloggett, the director of 
Melbourne University’s centre for cultural materials 
conservation. Sloggett and her colleagues began 
examining the work.  

Meanwhile, the previous year, Peter Gant sold another 
“Whiteley”, this time to Sydney car dealer Steve 
Nasteski. As with Pridham’s purchase,Orange Lavender 
Bay purported to belong to a late and beloved period 
of Whiteley. It sold for $1.1 million. Within a year, 
Nasteski had gone to police and Detectives MacDonald 
and Stefanec would become re-engaged. It would 

appear as if the crime brought to them by Morel, at 

that stage still embryonic, had hatched. In March 
2014, Gant and Siddique were arrested.  

Meeting Peter Gant 
I first met Gant at a bar in September 2014. He had 
just been charged with multiple counts of fraud. Beside 

his glass of red wine was a copy of Graham 

Greene’s Our Man in Havana, a hilarious spy farce. I 
wondered if the book was a hint. All around him there 
seemed to be hints. Sly references to crookedness. 
Before meeting Gant, everyone who knew him seemed 
to be winking at me, coyly declaring their knowledge 
lest they be thought naive. And here, placed before a 
man charged with ornate deception, was a novel about 

a man who embarrasses British spy agencies with 
ridiculous lies. I wondered.  
Gant has always gambled. With money, the law, his 
health and freedom. He has spent large sums at the 
track, indignantly and serially offered his middle finger 
to authority, and engaged a war of attrition on his 

liver. Meeting me was another gamble. He had offered 
me an exclusive interview, apparently on the grounds 

that I was well read. He told me he wasn’t looking for 
any favours, and never dictated what I could ask. 
 Gant resembles an old trackside bookie – profane and 
proudly disreputable. His friends say he is a bright and 
charming raconteur. Many other people – and the 

public gallery for Gant’s trial was filled with them – see 
him as an amoral conman who has been able to play 
the law for too long.  
During our long conversation, Gant’s claims of 
innocence sometimes existed as footnotes, so 
secondary did they seem. It was denunciations of his 
critics and alleged victims that truly enlivened him. 

These were wicked and venomous, and he emphasised 
his insults by slamming his hand on the table. On 
experts: “Robyn Sloggett is a stupid bitch.” On his 
clients: “Andrew Pridham is a fucking moron. Don’t tell 

me it’s worth paying $2.5 million and then it’s 
suddenly worth nothing. How dare he buy it and 

deprive others of buying it? Fucking moron.”  
This seemed incongruous to me. If he had been 
charged with a crime he didn’t commit, one might 
expect his most passionate monologues to concern his 
innocence. They didn’t. What reliably excited him was 
the philistinism of art collectors, the sickly triumph of 
art as status. I made a note wondering if Gant was 

mentally constipated – desperate to share his anarchic 
manifesto but compelled to avoid prison. “Why do 
people buy art?” he asked me. “It used to be because 
you loved it. No more.” Then he would speak at length 
of the “genius” of Rothko. “I love his mind, I could 
spend half a lifetime looking at Rothko. There’s no 

bullshit. It’s sincere. He was a poet and a scholar.” 

A month before Gant and Siddique’s trial started, I 
began reading the unfinished memoir of the late critic 
Robert Hughes. Early on, he writes: “Art prices are 
largely about voyeurism and toxic snobbery. They are 
what you see when you peer up the anus of 
‘culture’.” I thought immediately of Gant. 

Of course, this is a subjective appraisal, and faintly 
romantic in that it excludes greed from Gant’s 
motivations. Watching the trial, I wondered if my 
appraisal was the product of another con. If I was 
another mark. For a man seemingly contemptuous of 
wealth, Gant had befriended and depended upon 
businessmen for decades. The trial also revealed he 

had let many of them down. Gant was either on the 
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make or engaged in a long and bizarre game of 
subversion. It’s possible that both are true. 
The next time I spoke with Gant was in the 
courtroom’s lobby, about two weeks into the trial. 
Eighteen months had passed since our interview. “I’ve 

been meaning to contact you,” he said. “I hear you’ve 

put a book out.” Gant was flattering as ever. He told 
me he didn’t have my number anymore, but I assured 
him that I had his and that I would call after the trial. 
“I’ve changed that number a few times since then,” he 
told me, and smiled. “It’s what happens when they 
bug you.” He suggested a person I could get his 
current mobile number from, before walking into court 

with his lawyers.  
Existing in limbo 

During the trial, the paintings rested close behind me 
on a wooden bench. Before the verdict, Blue Lavender 
Bay’s worth was either $2.5 million or a few bucks. It 
existed in a sort of limbo of value, a limbo recognised 

by Gant’s barrister when he complained to the judge 
that the prosecution had not treated the paintings 

respectfully. “I don’t know whether any directions 
should be given,” Trevor Wraight, QC, said to the 
judge, “but [the jury] touching them with fingers and 
handling them, just because the Crown has a view 
about them – I know the way they’ve been storing 

them, they’ve assumed the guilt already.” 
To which Justice Michael Croucher replied: “The 
presumption of innocence in a sense applies to these 
objects in the same way [as the accused].”  
Created upon conjoined doors, both paintings are more 
than two metres wide and more than a metre high. 
Their size and weight posed a logistical difficulty to the 

court. They could not fit through the jury room’s door, 
where exhibits are examined, and the cramped nature 
of the court left few options for their hanging. So, for 
more than four weeks, they occupied a press bench 

before the gaze of the jury.  
Ignorant of art, I twisted my body around to 

inspect Blue, idly hoping to spot some sign of 
authenticity or chicanery. All I found was astonishment 
that someone might pay $2.5 million for it. To me, it 
was crude and lifeless. I turned to the court illustrator 
to my left. “I’m a philistine,” I said, “but these look 
fucking terrible.”  
He smiled. “You’re only half a philistine now.”  

But whether the paintings were “good” or “bad” was 
not the matter being decided by the court; all that 
mattered was whether they had been confected and 
fraudulently sold as Whiteleys. “Art forgery is among 
the least despised of crimes – except by its victims,” 
the art critic Peter Schjeldahl has written. “The forger 

gratifies class resentment … Unlike the subversive 

gestures of a Marcel Duchamp, say, his outrages will 
not become educational boilerplate in museums and 
universities. They are impeccably destructive, tarring 
not only pretensions to taste but the credibility of taste 
in general.” Would the jury think similarly? And if so, 
could they wrest diligence from their apathy? 

The Crown had amassed considerable circumstantial 
evidence. Gant had purchased a genuine Whiteley, for 
$1.6 million, which two witnesses testified to being a 
template for the Whiteley-esque paintings in 
Siddique’s storeroom. Siddique had purchased 10 
doors with clean-faces and odd sizes, prior to Morel 
photographing those progressive works. And, perhaps 

most suggestive of all, Gant admitted he had forged 
the signature of Robert Le Tet on a letter testifying to 

Le Tet’s purchasing Blue Lavender Bay directly from 
Whiteley in the late 1980s. To this, the Crown could 
add the assertions of Robyn Sloggett and Whiteley’s 
widow, Wendy, who both believed the works to be 
fake. But in time, each argument would dramatically 

collapse.  

Bogus works common 
It is largely accepted by curators, dealers and 
auctioneers, if only privately, that forgeries riddle the 
art market and our galleries. And they always have, 
for as long as humans have made art. “There are so 
many phonies and doctored pieces around these days,” 
the former director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

Thomas Hoving, wrote in his 1997 bookFalse 
Impressions, “that at times, I almost believe that 
there are as many bogus works as genuine ones.”  
To seriously forge a painting is to also forge its 
provenance – its history of ownership. This might be 
suggested by invoices and exhibition catalogues. An 

ideal provenance would be a verifiable trail of 
ownership from the artist’s studio right through to its 

most recent handler, whereas a hazy provenance will 
devalue a piece and invite suspicion. The necessity of 
provenance opens another door of risk to the forger, 
another web of fiction that must be weaved to suggest 
the forgery’s authenticity.  

There are certain ways to determine a forgery. Time 
will splinter varnish, oxidise frames and stain canvases 
in signature fashions. Dud works can betray 
themselves by containing paint developed decades 
after their ostensible creation. Various scanning 
techniques can reveal other anachronisms. But the 
science is imperfect and harder to deploy when the 

work in question is not that old.  
The Whiteleys in question were allegedly from 1988, 
and none of the forensic analysis could determine that 
they weren’t. Sloggett’s team had also subjected the 

works to infra-red scanning, to reveal the dark 
underdrawings which would hopefully match Morel’s 

photos of the works in progress. 
In this way the skeletal sketching beneath the paint 
was revealed, but it was impossible to align it with the 
shaky photographs Morel had taken over the partition. 
Ideally, the Crown would have had images of 
Siddique’s works-in-progress that were of a quality 
and perspective that they could be neatly laid over 

images of the paintings in court in order to prove they 
were the same works. But the Crown didn’t. 
Subsequently, the judge thought it would be a dubious 
exercise for the jury to attempt such a comparison. “It 
would be probably asking them to experiment, and, if 
not, it would be asking them to speculate.”  

Science hadn’t returned anything useful for the Crown. 

And even if tests had determined, definitively, that 
these paintings could not have been made in 1988 – 
and they couldn’t – it would be yet another thing to 
prove they had come from Siddique’s workshop. 
Scientific examination had also yielded the trial’s 
greatest irony. Guy Morel, the man who had blown the 

whistle, was asked by Siddique to independently 
examine a catalogue for an exhibition called A Private 
Affair. The exhibition was to be held in 1989, argued 
Gant, and would have displayed the Whiteleys in 
question. The exhibition was cancelled, Gant said, 
when his business partner died suddenly and he “had a 
breakdown”. Morel was now awkwardly working for 

police and his boss on determining the authenticity of 
these paintings. More awkwardly, Morel found the 
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catalogue was indeed from the late 1980s. “This 
throws a spanner in the works,” MacDonald told 
Professor Sloggett when they learnt of Morel’s report.  
And so it was that the Crown relied heavily upon the 
subjective testimony of Sloggett and Wendy Whiteley, 

intelligent witnesses whose certitude about the 

falseness of the paintings seemed to struggle to meet 
the court’s high mark for evidence. For a long time 
Sloggett discussed the recurring motifs of Whiteley 
paintings, and how distinct and fluid his hand was in 
rendering them. Then, aided by a laser pointer, 
Sloggett isolated for the court the paintings’ various 
breaches of those virtues. “Whiteley is known for his 

extraordinary ability to paint birds,” she said. “If you 
look at this close up, it signifies a bird but it’s actually 
painted as if it was, I don’t know, a wet rag being 
thrown out of a window or something. It just has none 
of the velocity or fineness or the sense of being a bird 
and it’s this idea of sensibility [that’s] important in 

terms of Brett Whiteley’s work…” She would later say 
of the painting: “It’s dead. It has a dead hand.” 

The Crown had offered a witness who could say it was 
a poor and contrary painting but could not say it had 
been created by the accused. This was the burden of 
proof upon the Crown. Sloggett’s cross-examination by 
the defence appeared to irritate her, so jarring or 

unfamiliar was the questioning of her expertise. But 
her expertise itself was never in question, only its 
relevance in this courtroom. The verisimilitude of 
Whiteley’s birds may be appreciated by scholars, but it 
is of scant relevance in a criminal trial. Average 
painting might cause an expert to question 
authenticity, but it does not prove a work to be fake. 

In the absence of the jury, the judge put it another 
way: “That’s perfectly okay in discussion in cafes in 
Fitzroy. It’s all very interesting and I’m sure very 
enlightening and it may well be accurate, but this is a 

criminal trial.”  
The defence sought to expose this subjectivity, and 

proposed that creative expression was, by nature, 
inconsistent. Great artists can paint poorly; styles 
fluctuate and decay; drugs can both enliven or cripple 
talent. The fact of Whiteley’s heroin addiction – he 
fatally overdosed in 1992 – was introduced to suggest 
the unreliability of his work and, by extension, of 
Sloggett’s certainties. Gant’s barrister read to Sloggett 

an excerpt of an interview Wendy Whiteley had given 
to a scholar of her husband’s work a few years after 
his death. “Don’t you really want to ask me if I think 
heroin had a detrimental effect on his work?” she 
asked her interlocutor. “Yes, I think it did… I felt that 
some of the paintings were dead, sitting solidly on the 

canvas, heavy, overworked.”  

The defence drew attention to the fact Wendy had 
described some of her husband’s work in the same 
way Sloggett had described the paintings in the 
courtroom – that they were painted with a dead hand. 
How might the jury sit with this discrepancy and be 
satisfied of a guilt beyond reasonable doubt?   

When Wendy took her oath in the courtroom, she 
registered a physical revulsion at the paintings sitting 
nearby. This seems common. When first seeing fakes 
of his own work, the ones sold by Gant in the early 
2000s, Robert Dickerson said he felt disgusted and a 
“little bit sick”. Thomas Hoving describes how an art 
historian of the early 20th century, Bernard Berenson, 

once testified in court about the inauthenticity of a 
work. “Berenson was able to say only that his stomach 

felt wrong. He had a curious ringing in his ears. He 
was struck by a momentary depression.” 
Wendy was both muse and model for Brett, and today 
speaks eloquently about his legacy. She is intimate 
with his work and said emphatically that Brett “didn’t 

underdraw, he worked with the paint that he was 

using” – a technique deployed in the suspect paintings 
before her. Unfortunately for the Crown, video 
evidence of Brett Whiteley using just that technique 
was shown to the court. 
Wendy later told me her comments on underdrawing 
referred specifically to Brett’s Lavender Bay series. 
“That’s why they look so spontaneous and alive, unlike 

the paintings in court,” she said.  
But things were unravelling. A former business partner 
of Gant’s, Jeremy James, had taken the stand, pointed 
to the paintings and said with assurance that he had 
photographed them in 1989 for the A Private 
Affaircatalogue. The Crown had no response to this. As 

evidence, it could not be extinguished. The defence 
lawyers were buoyed; the prosecutor forlorn. On 

Friday, April 29, Justice Croucher said he would spend 
the weekend deliberating on whether to dismiss the 
entire case. It was a difficult decision, he said on 
Monday. He said he didn’t understand how it was 
possible for the jury to return a guilty verdict, 

especially given Jeremy James’ evidence about the 
catalogue. Croucher said the Crown’s case was so 
weak that to continue might lead to an “unsafe 
verdict”. But, by the “barest margins”, he decided to 
leave it before the 12 men and women. His 
apprehensions about the evidence were eclipsed by his 
reluctance to usurp the authority of a jury.  

However, Croucher effectively signalled his beliefs to 
the jury by offering them a Prasad direction. It’s a 
mechanism rarely deployed, and used only when the 
Crown’s evidence is especially weak. It is an invitation 

to the jury to return an early “not guilty” verdict, 
before hearing the defence’s evidence or closing 

statements. Once it was explained to the jury, the 
court adjourned for lunch. I assumed a “not guilty” 
verdict was imminent. “What do you think?” Gant 
asked me, and I replied to him and his barrister that 
they must be very confident.  
They weren’t, for the simple reason they knew not to 
assume a jury’s decision. Experience had taught them 

to respect a jury’s unpredictability. We re-entered 
court to receive the jury’s decision. The trial could be 
over. By chance, I was sitting between two of the 
accused’s children, who were tense with anticipation. 
They wanted this finished. But the jury’s foreman 
declined the direction, and announced a desire to hear 

the case out. Siddique sighed loudly; his son slumped 

in his seat. Another fortnight would pass before the 
jury would share its verdict.  

Story not over 
The trial had lasted five weeks – six including the 
committal hearing. I had watched an enormous 
amount of circumstantial evidence whittled down to 

scarcely anything. So had the public gallery, the one 
so often filled with people hoping to see Gant’s day of 
reckoning. Late on Thursday, May 12, the jury 
returned to deliver its verdict. It had found both men 
guilty on all counts. I wondered if the verdict rattled 
the judge’s faith in juries. The maximum sentence is 
10 years’ prison.  

The conviction of Peter Gant and Mohamed Aman 
Siddique makes this Australia’s largest art fraud. For 
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many, it was a long time coming. Wendy Whiteley tells 
me “so far, so good”, but she understands there will 
be an appeal. “Hopefully the paintings will be 
destroyed,” she says. It seems the story is not over, 
though. Given the past month, it would be a brave 

man who ruled out an erasure of the Gant-Siddique 

conviction. 
This article was first published in the print edition of The 
Saturday Paper on May 21, 2016 as "Fraud 
almighty". Subscribe here. 

Read more 

 
MARTIN MCKENZIE-MURRAY 
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/law-
crime/2016/05/21/inside-the-brett-whiteley-
lavender-bay-fakes-trial/14637528003269 

_________________________________________________ 

US criticizes Romania central bank for "anti-Semitic" coin 
Friday, May 13, 2016 10:31 AM 

BUCHAREST, Romania (AP) -- The U.S. Embassy in 
Romania on Friday criticized the country's central bank 
for releasing a coin bearing the image of a former bank 
governor who it said actively promoted anti-Semitism. 
The embassy called the bank's decision to honor Mihail 
Manoilescu, the former governor of the National Bank of 
Romania, "disappointing." In a statement, it said he was 

"an active promoter of and contributor to fascist ideology 
and anti-Semitic sentiment." 
Manoilescu was foreign minister in 1940, when Romania 
was allied with Nazi Germany. A supporter of the fascist 
Iron Guard, he signed a diktat under which Romania lost 
large swaths of territory to Hungary. 

It said in a statement that the coin was part of a series 
minted in mid-April honoring former bank governors and 
noted that Manoilescu had been governor in 1931, a year 
of economic crisis. 
It said that the coins it minted were not intended to 
offend any community or "send a message with an 
offensive, xenophobic or discriminatory nature." 

It added it was examining the criticism and would 
establish working procedures to "avoid potential 
regrettable situations in the future." 
Manoilescu died in a Communist prison in 1950.  
http://www.news-sentinel.com/news/us-and-world/US-

criticizes-Romania-central-bank-for--anti-Semitic--coin 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

New Zealand Holocaust Centre offers ‘ground breaking’ programme 
 to high school students in South Canterbury 

By Keren Cook, May 19, 2016
South Canterbury High School students are the first in 
New Zealand to engage in a new programme that raises 
awareness and knowledge about the Holocaust.Staff from 
the Holocaust Centre of New Zealand (HCNZ) is in the 
South Canterbury region this week to offer a series of 

presentations to hundreds of high school students about 
the Holocaust History. 

 
Schoolchildren visit the exhibition 

HCNZ Board Member, Rick Sahar, is key in sharing his 

personal experience in relation to the Holocaust. The 
Nazis incarcerated both his parents in concentration 
camps during World War II. 
Sahar says his mother and father were displaced from 
their homes and moved to ghettos where they were 
effectively used as “slave labour”, he said. 
His mother was then sent to a concentration camp for 

women, while his father spent time at 3 different camps, 
including Auschwitz camp in Poland. 
While his parents survived, most of their family and 
friends died at the hands of the Nazis. 
Sahar’s personal connection to the Holocaust motivated 
him to join the HCNZ ten years ago, and he is eager to 
teach young people about the history of the Holocaust 

and the lessons that could be learned from sharing these 
experiences. 
Themes in the modern global political environment 
meant students could relate to what had happened in the 
past, he said. 

Sahar says: “It’s relevant and topical, and we invite 
discussion and debate to understand better the choices 
people make.” 
Looking at issues like bullying, and issues that affect 
teenagers at school offer similar parallels and insight 
opportunities he says. 

HCNZ national director Richard Brown said that the new 
programme was “groundbreaking”. 
“We’re working really hard to give kids that opportunity 
to engage with the past through a survivor’s eyes. 
“I love exciting students, engaging them, and giving 
them an opportunity to take their learning to the next 
step,” says Brown. 

The South Canterbury region was chosen as the first port 
of call as the organisers wanted to take it to heartland 
New Zealand, Brown said. 

“We wanted to take our story beyond the walls of 
Wellington. 
Brown says: “Our programme is New Zealand curriculum 
based, using a 21st century learning approach and 

modern online tools.” 
The Holocaust Centre of New Zealand is the country’s 
national Holocaust education and remembrance centre. 
Based in Wellington, the centre provides displays, and 
educational material that focuses on the Holocaust and 
New Zealand. 

The centre welcomes group and school visits – these can 
be arranged by appointment: Visit the website 
www.holocaustcentre.org.nz 
http://www.jwire.com.au/new-zealand-holocaustcentre-
offers-ground-breaking-programme-high-schoolstudents-
south-canterbury/  

https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/subscribe
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/contributor/martin-mckenzie-murray
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/contributor/martin-mckenzie-murray
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/law-crime/2016/05/21/inside-the-brett-whiteley-lavender-bay-fakes-trial/14637528003269
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/law-crime/2016/05/21/inside-the-brett-whiteley-lavender-bay-fakes-trial/14637528003269
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/law-crime/2016/05/21/inside-the-brett-whiteley-lavender-bay-fakes-trial/14637528003269
http://www.news-sentinel.com/news/us-and-world/US-criticizes-Romania-central-bank-for--anti-Semitic--coin
http://www.news-sentinel.com/news/us-and-world/US-criticizes-Romania-central-bank-for--anti-Semitic--coin
http://www.holocaustcentre.org.nz/
http://www.jwire.com.au/new-zealand-holocaustcentre-offers-ground-breaking-programme-high-schoolstudents-south-canterbury/
http://www.jwire.com.au/new-zealand-holocaustcentre-offers-ground-breaking-programme-high-schoolstudents-south-canterbury/
http://www.jwire.com.au/new-zealand-holocaustcentre-offers-ground-breaking-programme-high-schoolstudents-south-canterbury/
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Holocaust Centre gives presentations 
to South Canterbury teens 

DAISY HUDSON 
Last updated 12:48, May 18 2016 

 
Holocaust Centre of New Zealand national director 
Richard Browne and board member Rick Sahar gave a 
presentation to Timaru Girls' High School students, 
including Jazmyn McAuley and Emily Black, this week. - 
JOHN BISSET/FAIRFAX NZ 

South Canterbury teenagers are the first in New Zealand 

to take part in a new programme that aims to raise 

awareness and understanding about the Holocaust. 
Staff from the Holocaust Centre of New Zealand (HCNZ) 
are in the region this week to give a series of 
presentations to more than 400 high school students 
about the history of one of the defining events of the 
20th century. 

The topic has a deep significance for HCNZ board 
member Rick Sahar. Both of his parents were 
incarcerated in concentration camps by the Nazis during 
World War II. 
Both his mother and father were displaced from their 
homes and moved to ghettos, where they were 
effectively used as "slave labour", he said. 

His mother was then sent to a concentration camp for 
women, while his father spent time at three different 

camps, including the notorious Auschwitz camp in 
Poland. 
While they survived, most of their family and friends 
were not so fortunate. 

Sahar's personal connection to the Holocaust prompted 
him to join the HCNZ a decade ago, and he was relishing 
the chance to teach young people about both the history, 
and the lessons that could be learned, from the 
Holocaust. 

Themes in the modern global political environment 

meant students could relate to what had happened in the 
past, he said. 
"It's relevant and topical, and we invite discussion and 
debate to understand better the choices people make." 
Parallels could also be drawn to issues affecting 
teenagers at school, such as bullying, he said. 
HCNZ national director Richard Brown said the new 

programme was "groundbreaking". 
"We're working really hard to give kids that opportunity 
to engage with the past through a survivor's eyes. 
"I love exciting students, engaging them, and giving 
them an opportunity to take their learning to the next 
step." 

South Canterbury was chosen as the first region to take 
part in the programme because organisers wanted to 

take it to heartland New Zealand, Brown said. 
"We wanted to take our story beyond the walls of 
Wellington. 
"Our programme is New Zealand curriculum based, using 
a 21st century learning approach and modern online 

tools." 
There were comparisons that could be drawn between 
themes and events in modern society, such as the US 
presidential election and the Syrian refugee crisis, he 
said. 
The topic was a confronting one, but Brown said students 
had shown maturity during the presentations and 

discussions. 
The Holocaust Centre of New Zealand is the country's 
national Holocaust education and remembrance centre, 
based in Wellington. 

 - Stuff 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaruherald/news/80109082/h
olocaust-centre-gives-presentations-to-south-
canterbury-teens 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Auschwitz Museum discovers jewelry hidden in victim’s mug 
Gold ring made in Poland to go on display after staffers find item stashed in false bottom of enamel mug 

By JTA May 18, 2016, 11:09 pm 

 
The preserved crematorium at the museum at Auschwitz 
1 during a tour of Israeli Holocaust survivors on January 
28, 2015. (Amanda Borschel-Dan/The Times of Israel) 
Related Topics 
Auschwitz Museum 
Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum 
Holocaust 

Staffers at the Auschwitz Museum have found a gold ring 
hidden in a false bottom of one of the cups on display in 
the main exhibition.  
During conservation work on one of the enamel mugs, a 

double, or false, bottom was discovered, the museum 
said in a statement this week. 

Inside the false bottom, the staffers discovered a 
women’s gold ring and a gold chain. Both items were 
tested and the lab determined, based on the properties 
of the gold, that they were likely made in Poland 
between 1921 and 1931. 
“The hiding of valuable items — repeatedly mentioned in 

the accounts of survivors, and which was the reason for 

ripping and careful search of clothes and suitcases in the 
warehouse for looted items — proves on the one hand 
the awareness of the victims as to the robbery nature of 
the deportation, but on the other hand it shows that the 
Jewish families constantly had a ray of hope that these 
items will be required for their future existence,” Piotr 

Cywinski, director of Auschwitz Museum, said in the 
statement. 
The jewelry found in the mug will be displayed in a form 
reflecting the manner in which it had been hidden by the 
owner, the museum said. 
The Collections of the Memorial features more than 

12,000 enameled kitchenware items, including cups, 
pots, bowls, kettles and jugs. 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/auschwitz-museum-
discovers-jewelry-hidden-in-victims-mug/

http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaruherald/news/80109082/holocaust-centre-gives-presentations-to-south-canterbury-teens
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaruherald/news/80109082/holocaust-centre-gives-presentations-to-south-canterbury-teens
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaruherald/news/80109082/holocaust-centre-gives-presentations-to-south-canterbury-teens
http://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/jta/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/auschwitz-museum/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/auschwitz-birkenau-museum/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/holocaust/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/auschwitz-museum-discovers-jewelry-hidden-in-victims-mug/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/auschwitz-museum-discovers-jewelry-hidden-in-victims-mug/
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After 4 years, rare sarcophagi smuggled into Israel to be returned to Egypt 

Antiquities Authority held stolen artifacts during deep freeze in bilateral ties, 
plans handover now new ambassador instated in Tel Aviv 

By Ilan Ben Zion May 18, 2016, 10:25 pm 1 

 
A wooden Egyptian sarcophagus confiscated by the Israel 
Antiquities Authority in 2012 which is set to be returned 
to Egypt on May 22, 2016. (Courtesy: Israel Antiquities 
Authority) 
Related Topics 
archaeology 
archaeology in Israel 
IAA Israel Antiquities Authority 

As ties between Cairo and Jerusalem grow warmer, two 
rare ancient Egyptian sarcophagus lids — plundered from 
Egypt following the 2011 revolution, smuggled into Israel 
and held by Israeli authorities for four years — will at last 
be repatriated Sunday. 

Israeli and Egyptian officials confirmed to The Times of 
Israel that the two artifacts, Bronze Age wooden 
anthropoid sarcophagus lids, will be handed over to new 
Egyptian Ambassador to Israel Hazem Khairat at a 
Foreign Ministry ceremony on Sunday. 
The artifacts were found by Israel Antiquities Authority 
theft prevention agents in a dealer’s store in Jerusalem’s 

Old City in March 2012, but despite multiple requests by 

the Egyptian government they remained in climate-
controlled storage in Jerusalem since their retrieval. 
Israel reportedly agreed to return the sarcophagi to 
Egypt in August 2012, several months after they were 
confiscated, but a breakdown in bilateral ties caused the 

transfer to be put on hold. 
Khairat arrived in Israel in February, filling a post that 
remained empty since 2012, when Egypt recalled its 
envoy in the wake of Israel’s November operation against 
Hamas in the Gaza Strip. Since then, relations between 

the two countries were plunged into a deep freeze when 
Egypt elected a Muslim Brotherhood president, 
Mohammed Morsi, then were slowly resuscitated after 
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi assumed power a year later. 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Emmanuel Nahshon said 
that Israel wanted to return the two artifacts, but that 
such a procedure was impossible while Egypt had no 
ambassador in Tel Aviv. 

 
A wooden Egyptian sarcophagus confiscated by the Israel 
Antiquities Authority in 2012 which is set to be returned 
to Egypt on May 22, 2016. (Courtesy: Israel Antiquities 

Authority) 

Sunday’s repatriation ceremony was a “gesture of 
goodwill and friendship” to Cairo, and one which 
deserved to be showcased publicly between states with 
formal ties, he said. 
The wooden sarcophagi are coated with plaster and 
decorated with hieroglyphics and brilliant illustrations. 
Carbon-14 dating determined that one sarcophagus was 

3,600 to 3,400 years old, from the Late Bronze Age 18th 
Dynasty, and the second was around 3,000 years old, 
the Iron Age. 
The IAA said in a statement following their confiscation 
that the sarcophagi were cut in half in order to fit them 
into suitcases, causing “irreparable damage.” 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/after-4-years-rare-
sarcophagi-smuggled-into-israel-to-be-returned-to-

egypt/ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Israel's global reach threatens freedom of speech everywhere 
Nada Elia, Friday 20 May 2016 10:10 UTC 

 
Photo: A general view taken on 16 May, 2016 shows 
graffiti in Gaza City commemorating the "Nakba" (AFP).  

*** 
As the crackdown on BDS increases, people are becoming 
aware that Zionism is a global apparatus that seeks to 
shut down will of the people. 

Last week, millions of Palestinians around the world 
commemorated the 68th anniversary of Al Nakba, the 

catastrophe that befell Palestine, without which the 
Jewish state could not have come into being. 
Palestinian refugees in the Naqab desert, in Gaza, in the 
West Bank, and in a number of refugee camps in 
neighbouring Arab countries held symbolic “return 
marches” in a determined assertion that we are not 

surrendering our Right of Return. The “March of Return” 
in the Naqab was especially significant, as it was held in 
defiance of Israel’s ban on any commemoration of Al 
Nakba. 
Globally, allies and supporters joined commemoration 
events, rallies, screenings and discussions of 
documentaries - sad reminders of the massacres, ethnic 

cleansing and dispossession that Palestinians have 
suffered in 1948, and have been suffering since.  

http://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/ilan-ben-zion/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/after-4-years-rare-sarcophagi-smuggled-into-israel-to-be-returned-to-egypt/#comments
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/archaeology/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/archaeology-in-israel/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/topic/iaa-israel-antiquities-authority/
http://toi.sr/RtOglF
http://www.timesofisrael.com/after-4-years-rare-sarcophagi-smuggled-into-israel-to-be-returned-to-egypt/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/after-4-years-rare-sarcophagi-smuggled-into-israel-to-be-returned-to-egypt/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/after-4-years-rare-sarcophagi-smuggled-into-israel-to-be-returned-to-egypt/
http://www.maannews.com/Content.aspx?id=771498
http://www.maannews.com/Content.aspx?id=771498
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One expression that is repeated every time we mention 
al Nakba is that “it is ongoing”. Yet with the 
acknowledgement that our misery is not over is a ray of 
hope, indeed, some optimism, that Palestinians will 
overcome. 

This is because another expression we hear again and 

again in Palestine solidarity circles is that “the discourse 
has shifted”. The Zionist narrative that once portrayed 
Israel as “the only democracy in the region” has been 
torn asunder by the multitude of voices exposing Israel’s 
myriad of horrific crimes, and stating openly that Zionism 
is a racist ideology that hinges on the privileging of 
members of one ethnic-religious group, and the 

oppression of an indigenous population, which is 
criminalised merely for not belonging to that group.  
Today, in Israel, there are over 50 laws that discriminate 
against non-Jews, as well as an entire social structure 
that further aggravates the disenfranchisement of non-
Jews. Indeed, Israel’s own leaders openly recognise it 

could not exist in its present form without institutional 
apartheid. Chief Justice Asher Grunis, representing 

Israel’s Supreme Court, put it most succinctly when he 
declared that the “human rights [of the Palestinians] 
cannot be a prescription for national suicide”. 
As it dehumanises and criminalises its indigenous 
population, Israel is cracking down hard on our freedom 

of expression. Thus the ban on mentioning the Nakba. 
Israel does not “allow” its citizens to speak of the 
dispossession, the massacres and the violation of 
Palestinian human rights that are at the very foundation 
of the Jewish state. It has placed the poet Dareen Tatour 
under house arrest for her resistance poetry. It has 
imprisoned astrophysicist Imad Barghouti for material he 

posted on his Facebook page.  
It has also imprisoned Mohamad Faisal Abu Sakha, a 
young clown who teaches circus skills to children with 
disabilities, with no charges against him, or maybe for 

the crime of making Palestinian children laugh.  
And it is threatening to revoke the citizenship of BDS co-

founder Omar Barghouti. 
But Zionism’s crackdown on individual freedoms is not 
just "over there," in historic Palestine. It is a destabilising 
factor throughout the Arab world and Middle East. 
Former secretary of state Hillary Clinton recently 
acknowledged that among the factors that prompted her 
decision to invade Iraq was her concern for Israel. Iran 

has suffered for years as a result of Zionist pressure on 
the US. One of the many causes of extreme political 
dissatisfaction that Egyptians and Jordanians have with 
their governments is these governments’ collusion with 
Israel. 
Zionism also impacts us wherever we live in the West. 

President Obama’s parting gift to Israel, as he prepares 

to step down from an eight-year presidency during which 
that country’s leaders showed him extreme disrespect, is 
the largest aid package the US has ever given Israel. 
Meanwhile, social services in the US continue to be 
slashed. Many schools no longer have nurses or librarians 
on site. Medical expenses in the US continue to be the 

biggest cause of bankruptcy for Americans, even after 
Obama’s Affordable Care Act.  
And a growing number of Americans are becoming aware 
that their tax dollars should go to these needs, rather 
than to fund Israel’s violations of the human rights of the 
Palestinians.  
Another impact of Zionism is how it is depriving the 

average person everywhere of cherished "Western" 

rights, namely freedom of speech, freedom of 
expression.   
Thus in France, for example, where activism for 
Palestinian rights has become severely criminalised, a 
woman was detained simply for wearing a BDS T-shirt.  

In Germany, a political discussion with activist Ronnie 

Barkan was cancelled five days prior to the scheduled 
event, for “security reasons”, as outsiders threatened to 
disrupt it violently. Barkan is an outspoken supporter of 
equal rights for all in his native country, Israel.   
In Canada, the “liberal” new Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau is continuing the conservative Harper 
administration’s criminalisation of BDS, thus proving 

that, at the level of state politicians, Zionism is still the 
prevailing ideology, against the will of a growing number 
of citizens.          
Censorship is rampant, taking on multiple forms. In the 
US, the Middle East Studies Association came under such 
pressure that it had to vote on whether it is even for its 

members to endorse BDS and discuss it at the annual 
convention. 

The otherwise reputable publishing house, McGraw-Hill, 
caving in to Zionists, has destroyed textbooks that 
depicted the “loss of Palestinian land” postcard, 
apologised to its critics, and offered a refund to 
customers who bought the book before it was removed 

from its inventory.  
This month, the American Anthropology Association is 
voting on academic boycott, and again, it is being 
subjected to Zionist pressure from outside elements set 
on “Derailing Democracy”. 
The harshness of Zionist censorship in the US is 
reminiscent of the muzzling that takes place in some of 

the most dictatorial countries. Faculty staff who are 
critical of Israel are fired, or never get hired in the first 
place. Zionists have created a list, “the Canary Mission,” 
naming students who are activists for Palestinian rights 

on their campuses, and distributing the list to potential 
employers specifically to make sure these students do 

not get jobs upon graduation.   
Even musicians fear their careers will be destroyed if 
they voice support for Palestine, as Pink Floyd’s Roger 
Waters courageously said.  
Indeed, in the words of the creators of the satirical video 
series “Apartheid Adventures,” Zionism is “leaving no 
freedom unchallenged”. 

As more people all around the globe join in the struggle 
for justice and equal rights for all, they are realising that 
Israel’s oppression is not confined to occupied Palestine, 
but reaches into their own lives, wherever they may be.  
And wherever the crackdown on BDS is happening, 
people are becoming acutely aware of the fact that 

Zionism functions as a global apparatus that seeks to 

shut down the will of the people everywhere, and erode 
our freedoms, in order to increase the power of 
politicians, multinational corporations, and the global 
arms and security trade.  
The net effect of this crackdown on popular dissent is an 
increased determination to resist Zionism, and to engage 

further in the global intifada that BDS represents. 
Fighting Zionism, then, is a global responsibility, if we 
cherish our human rights wherever we may be. The 
alliances that are forming to confront and defeat it - 
alliances such as Gaza to Ferguson, indigenous rights 
groups, prison abolition networks, and more - are 
organic, growing out of a deep conviction that we are 

fighting a racist ideology and its violent manifestations in 
various parts of the world. And because of the global 
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reach of Zionism, global solidarity and international 
alliances are key to our struggle against this oppressive 
system. 
- Nada Elia serves on the steering collective of the US 
Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel. 
The views expressed in this article belong to the author 
and do not necessarily reflect the editorial policy of 
Middle East Eye. 
http://www.middleeasteye.net/columns/israels-global-
reach-1504043065 

*** 
WATCH: Israeli navy holds joint exercise with Greece, US 
Israeli missile boats, patrol boats, swiftboats, rescue 
helicopters with para-rescue soldiers from the elite 669 
unit, and search and rescue vessels all take part in drill 
held at NATO facility in the Greek islands.  
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L4804273,00
.html  

________________________________________________ 
Where is the ethnic European homeland? Is there a homeland for ethnic Europeans? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dreams of Eurocide:  
Non-White Immigration as a Weapon of Race-War 

May 21, 2016 — 20 Comments 
Tobias Langdon 

Martin Luther King had a dream. So did Europe’s 
compassionate and caring Jewish community. After the 

Second World War, they thought that importing millions 

of Muslims would give them staunch allies against the 
White Christians who had persecuted them so unfairly for 
so long. With Muslim help, they hoped to bring about 
Eurocide: the death of White Christian Europe and its 
replacement by a rainbow continent firmly under Jewish 
control. 

This dream of a progressive alliance was still alive in 
1995, when the radical Franco-Jewish director Matthieu 
Kassovitz released a searing indictment of France’s 
racism and xenophobia: 
The film was called La Haine (Hate) and was the story of 
three young men in one of the wretched housing projects 
outside Paris, commonly referred to asla banlieue. The 

three lads were a north African, a black guy and an 
eastern European Jew/ … They were cheeky, funny and 
likable — a gang of what the French call “branleurs”, 

which is literally translated as “wankers” but really 
means young guys who mess about. The core of the 
story was, however, that they were also full of rage — 

against the police, but ultimately against a society that 
has pushed them to the margins. Much of the film’s 
comedy as well as its social comment comes from the 
gang’s misadventures in central Paris, a world as distant 
and alien to them as America. 

 
The plot is relatively simple, centring on the fact that 
Vinz, the angry young Jew, has got hold of a gun stolen 
from the police. He threatens to use it against them if his 

mate Abdel dies from his injuries after being held in 
police custody. When Abdel does die, Vinz’s moment for 
revenge comes when he has the chance to kill a neo-Nazi 
skinhead. He backs away, however, and finally hands the 
gun over to Hubert, the black boxer who is the most 
philosophical of the gang and totally against violence. 
The film ends with Vinz being accidentally shot dead by a 

policeman, who is taunting him with a gun. The shocking 
and powerful final scene is a standoff between Hubert 

and cop pointing guns at each other; the scene is framed 

by the traumatised face of Saïd, the north African 
member of the trio, and a voiceover saying that this is 
the “story of a society falling apart”. (La Haine 20 years 
on: what has changed?, The Guardian, 3rd May 2015) 

Kassovitz’s coalition 
So that was Kassovitz’s idea of a coalition of the 

oppressed: a sensitive Arab, a pacifist Black and a 
merciful Jew arrayed. Like his vibrant homies, the Jew 
was living on the margins of society, struggling to 
survive police brutality and White racism. Even in 1995 
that was an absurd scenario, but it was how Kassovitz 
wanted to portray French society It was “falling apart” 
and les Gaulois — “the Gauls,” the native French — were 

to blame. 
La Haine proved very popular with liberals around the 
world. After all, it showed them what they want to see: 

that “cheeky, funny and likeable” minority youths in 
France were being cruelly oppressed by racist Whites. 
The film didn’t, of course, explore the epidemic of gang-

rape in the banlieues, because that would have shown 
the minority scamps in the wrong light. As theTrayvon 
Martin and Michael Brown affairs in America also prove, 
liberals don’t like to complicate their morality tales with 
anything so sordid as reality. 
Unfortunately, reality can intrude on liberals despite their 
best efforts. La Haine has been exposed by time as a 

fantasy: in 2016, it’s obvious that “the hate” of Arabs 
and Blacks in France is directed firmly against Jews, 
whom they rightly see as the most powerful group in 
the French elite. But Jews are still able to exploit Muslims 
and their misbehaviour for their own advantage. Anti-

White activists like Moshe Kantor, head of the European 
Jewish Congress, use Muslim terrorism to demand more 

surveillance and less free speech. The philosemite Mark 
Steyn writes constantly about Muslim attacks on Jews in 
Europe and portrays Jews as innocent victims gagged by 
Europe’s harsh laws against “hate-speech.” But he never 
discusses the central role of Jews both in creating those 
laws and in opening Europe’s borders to the Muslim 

World. 
“Pelted with vegetables and eggs…” 
We see the same pattern in Britain as in France: Jews 
dreamed of a progressive alliance with Muslims against 
White Christian goyim, only to see their dreams cruelly 
shattered. The Jewish activist Jonathan 
Freedland described one shocking example in 2005, after 
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he attended a memorial for a tragedy in the Second 
World War: 
On March 27 1945 one of the last V2 rockets of the war 
landed on Hughes Mansions, a block of low-cost housing 
in London’s East End. Among the 134 people killed, 120 

were Jews. Last Sunday [10 April 2005], survivors of the 

blast and relatives of those killed came back to Hughes 
Mansions for a memorial service. I was there along with 
much of my family, including my mother. Her own 
mother, Feige, and aunt Rivvy were among those killed 
60 years ago. It took a full day to find them in the 
rubble. 
People were choked with emotion from the start; they 

had come back to the spot where they had seen 
brothers, sisters, parents and friends die. They were 
expecting to feel sorrow. What they did not bargain for 
was fear. Within minutes, the mourners were pelted, first 
with vegetables, then with eggs. Some said they saw 
stones; others said they had been spat at. Gathered in 

old age to remember their dead, they felt under siege. 
Looking around, it was difficult to spot individual culprits. 

All that were visible were groups of young Asian [i.e. 
Bangladeshi] men, standing on the balconies of the 
rebuilt block. Among the dignitaries at the service was 
the local MP, Oona King. When she spoke, she attacked 
the “ignorance” of the assailants and insisted that their 

real target was her. … Most of those there thought it 
much more straightforward. They believed this was an 
attack by Muslims on Jews. After all, the men wore 
skullcaps, the prayers were in Hebrew. There was no 
doubt who they were. 
Pre-war Jews, like today’s East End Muslims, also lived in 
unforgiving poverty. They too were herded into the 

cramped streets of East London as the first stop for new 
immigrants. They too were reviled as outsiders, branded 
as parasites on the indigenous society. And they too 
were feared as a potential fifth column, suspected 

adherents of a violent, supranational ideology. The 
“Jewish menace” was said to be first anarchism and then 

Bolshevism. Today’s “Muslim peril” is jihadism. This is 
what grieved some of those mourners most. As they 
huddled together in fear, one spoke for all when she 
said: “This is so wrong. We should be on the same side.” 
(Reviled as outsiders, The Guardian, 16th April 2005) 
The “same side” is, of course, the side opposing the 
White Christian goyim. Freedland claims that Jews and 

Muslims should be natural allies, because both have 
bitter experience of poverty and oppression. But it hasn’t 
worked out like that, and in 2016 civil war is raging in 
the Labour party between the pro-Jewish faction and the 
pro-Muslim faction. There is no pro-White faction in 
Labour, because it long ago abandoned the people it was 

founded to protect. Now it works to harm the interests of 

the White working-class, not to defend them. 
Kosher Conservatives 
The Conservative party contains no pro-White faction 
either: it is run by Jews for the benefit of Jews. The top 
of the party is dominated by strongly identified Jews 
like Lord Feldman and Robert Halfon, who have kept 

Britain’s bordersfirmly open to the Third World while 
legislating for gay marriage, mass surveillance and cen-
sorship 
Unlike Labour, where Muslims have increasing autonomy, 
the Tories ensure that their Muslims are certified 
kosher. Sajid Javid, the business secretary, and Tariq 
Ahmed, “Minister for Countering Extremism,” are 

both former bankers. They have repeatedly 

demonstrated their loyalty to Jewish interests, which is 
why they remain in office. 
But Sayeeda Warsi, formerly co-chairman of the Tories 
with Lord Feldman, has long since departed. The problem 
wasn’t her mediocrity or her hostility to White Britain, 

but her attempts to agitate for Muslim interests rather 

than Jewish. She was replaced as co-chairman by the 
Jew Grant Shapps; and when Shapps was sidelined after 
a financial scandal, Robert Halfon moved up the 
hierarchy to replace him. 
Jewish control of the Tories is complete, which is why I 
trust neither side in the campaign over the EU 
Referendum being held on 23rd June this year. Lord 

Feldman and the part-Jewish David Cameron, 
representing the Tory establishment, want Britain to 
remain in the European Union; alleged Tory rebels like 
the part-Jewish Boris Johnson and the neocon Michael 
Gove want Britain to leave. It’s clear that neither side 
has the interests of the White British at heart, but Brexit 

would nevertheless be an important symbolic step 
towards breaking the European Union as a tool of 

the hostile elite. 
Propaganda pamphlet 
Symbols are very important because they can confirm 
reality or deny it. Propagandists have long known the 
power of images to manipulate the unwary or demoralize 

the unwilling. The campaign about the EU Referendum is 
a good example of such propaganda. At vast expense, 
the government has sent a pamphlet to all British 
households setting out its case for staying in. The first 
image in the pamphlet is of a calendar displaying the day 
of the referendum. The second image is this: 

 
A typical British workman 

Has any mainstream commentator objected to featuring 
a Black male as a symbol of British labor? Of course not: 
the lie has to be accepted on pain of public vilification 

and speedy loss of employment. Britain was the cradle of 

the Industrial Revolution and its stale pale male 
scientists and engineers have been central to the 
creation of the modern world. Blacks, on the other hand, 
are highly over-represented among much more recent 
and much more vibrant contributions to 
Britain: murder, rape, gang-rape, rape-with-murder, 

riots,female genital mutilation, robbery, robbery-with-

murder, fraud and so on. 
Two startling Black inventions 

But let’s be fair. Blacks are capable of inventive thinking 
that can leave Whites gaping in amazement. Here’s one 
example: 
Doctors say a trend has emerged of teenagers being 
stabbed in the rectum — a practice known among gangs 

as “dinking” that can leave the victim requiring a stoma 
bag for the rest of their life. Other attacks target the 
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groin, which requires expert intervention to stem the 
blood flow. Chris Aylwin, a consultant surgeon at St 
Mary’s hospital, said: “There seems to be a decreasing 
value of people’s lives. One of the more worrying 
features that we have certainly seen are stabbings 

around the buttocks and thighs. People don’t do that 

without good reason. To stab in this area, people know 
that they can cause serious problems, either to life or 
certainly to the ongoing quality of life — should [the 
victim] recover.” (Stab victim medics reveal how London 
gangs try to maim their targets, not kill, The London 
Evening Standard, 3rd January 2015) 
Here’s another example of Black inventiveness: 

Schools have been put on alert over a sickening form of 
abuse known as breast ironing in which girls as young as 
10 have their chests pounded with hot objects to disguise 
the onset of puberty. The mutilation, a traditional 
practice in the west African republic of Cameroon, aims 
to deter unwanted male attention, pregnancy and rape 

by delaying the signs that a girl is becoming a woman. 
Experts believe the custom is being practised among the 

several thousand Cameroonians living in Britain. Schools 
are training staff to look out for signs of the barbaric 
practice. … The United Nations has identified breast 
ironing as one of five forgotten crimes against women 
and estimates some 3.8 million teenagers are victims. As 

well as being excruciatingly painful, it exposes girls to 
problems, including abscesses, cysts, infection, tissue 
damage and even the disappearance of one or both 
breasts. (Horrific ‘breast ironing’ cruelty inflicted on girls 
in UK, The Daily Express, 9th November 2014) 
“Dinking” and “breast-ironing” are examples of how 
Blacks can be far more inventive than Whites. But the 

Black contribution to STEM — Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics — is the same in Britain as 
it is in the rest of the world: utterly insignificant. The 
image of a skilled Black workman in the pro-EU pamphlet 

inverts reality. It pretends that a group remarkable only 
for criminality and low achievement is contributing to 

Britain rather than harming it. 
Gentle, peaceful non-Whites 
A little further on, the pamphlet is lying again. What 
image does it choose to illustrate the theme of “economic 
security, peace and stability”? An Asian family, of course: 
three women and a middle-aged man in a typical British 
kitchen with typical British cups of tea: 

 
A typical British family 

The man and two of the women are casually dressed in 
Western clothes, and the man is drying a tea-cup. No 
nonsense here about men not doing “women’s work,” 
you see. The Asian family aren’t Muslim, but few Whites 
will recognize that. The image is intended to deceive, 

presenting non-Whites as peaceful and harmless. The 

use of three women and one ageing man is deliberate, 
just like the use of helpless children in the pro-refugee 
propaganda pumped out by liberal newspapers like 
the Guardian: 

 
A young White family 

At this point in the pamphlet there have been five non-
White faces and one White face, with two more Whites 
identified only by their hands. But on the final page a 
young White couple and their child are shown walking 

towards the future. Interestingly, the woman has red 
hair and the child has blond hair, both of which are 
potent symbols of North-West-Euro identity. I think the 
image is meant to reassure Whites who were, 
subconsciously or otherwise, disturbed by the ethnic 
images that preceded it. 
History bites back 

Either way, the image is still a lie. Britain is not currently 
on course for a White future and those responsible for 
the pamphlet are perfectly happy with that. So are 

Michael Gove and Boris Johnson, who are supposedly 
campaigning on the opposing side. But neither side in the 
Tories is in control of history. When the Labour party 

gave Scotland its own parliament, it intended to “kill 
Scottish nationalism stone dead.” Instead, it 
supercharged the Scottish National Party and Labour has 
now lost almost all its MPs north of the border. 
Similarly, mass immigration by Muslims and other Third-
Worlders was meant to destroy White nationalism and 
bring about Eurocide. As we can see from the rise of 

nationalist parties everywhere from France and Sweden  
to Hungaryand Germany, it’s having the opposite effect. 
The hostile elite are not benevolent, but they’re not 
omnipotent either. Although they could suppress 
rebellion in a single nation, they will find it ever more 

difficult to suppress rebellion across an entire continent. 
Their dreams of the death of Europe will, I think, turn out 

to be grossly optimistic. 
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/dreams
-of-eurocide-non-white-immigration-as-a-weapon-of-
race-war/  

_______________________________________________ 
Why Russia’s stranglehold on Europe is getting weaker 

The Southern Gas Corridor is a pipeline that will stretch 
870 kilometres when complete. It will run from the 
Turkish border — across northern Greece, Albania, and 
even the Adriatic Sea — to terminals in Italy. It will 
connect to an existing pipeline that runs across Turkey. 
The entire point of this project is to diversify Europe’s 
energy supplies away from Russia. The gas will come 

from the Caspian Sea, from fields under the control of 
Azerbaijan. 
Currently, Europe gets a third of its gas supply from 
Russia, via pipelines. That’s a third for Europe as a 
whole. For some of the eastern and central European 
countries, Russian gas makes up well over half their total 
supply.   
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http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/10/they-posture-you-pay-the-treachery-of-britains-liberal-elite/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3074177/Messianic-self-belief-little-clue-real-life-searing-verdict-editor-New-Statesman.html
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/06/friends-of-israel-old-and-new-patterns-in-british-politics/
http://www.vdare.com/posts/the-fire-rises-national-front-most-popular-party-among-french-youth
http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/coffeehouse/2015/08/the-anti-immigration-sweden-democrats-are-now-the-no1-party-in-sweden-polls-show/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/09/calling-hungarys-viktor-orban-a-racist-isnt-working/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/germanys-right-wing-afd-party-surges-to-new-high-as-concern-of-refugee-rises-a6810726.html
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/dreams-of-eurocide-non-white-immigration-as-a-weapon-of-race-war/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/dreams-of-eurocide-non-white-immigration-as-a-weapon-of-race-war/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/05/dreams-of-eurocide-non-white-immigration-as-a-weapon-of-race-war/
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This has been Europe’s strategic weakness for some 
time. The Russians aren’t above threatening to cut off 
supply; and it’s not beyond them to ramp up the price for 
political and strategic reasons. Remember, energy is 
absolutely central to any, andevery, country. 

The Gas Corridor means Greece will become important as 

a transit country in the same way as Ukraine is now. 
There’s no way the bureaucrats in the EU would want to 
see an independent Greece cosying up to Russia, or any 
of the Central Asian countries. Pipelines are simply too 
important not to be under control. 
From the EU’s point of view, the relationship between 
Russia and Greece might already be too close for 

comfort. Vladimir Putin is visiting Greece later this 
month. 
Russia is also trying to get more pipelines into Europe 
through Greece under a separate project. Russia is also 
working on increasing the gas flow across the Baltic Sea 
to Germany. The US opposes this because it would mean 

Russia could then bypass Ukraine. 
The balance of energy power is shifting 

There are other options on the table for Europe. It may 
be in luck in that sense. It’s notable that news came this 
week that Norway has auctioned 10 new licenses to drill 
for oil in the Barents Sea. This is closer to the Arctic than 
ever before and still in a relatively unexplored area with 

good hydrocarbon potential. 
But even if the Norwegian shelf doesn’t pay off, both the 
US and Australia are about to ramp up LNG exports from 
existing fields. And Europe provides a big, ready and 
willing market. 
If the US and Australia can reduce transport costs to 
make LNG more competitive on price, it could be a 

massive game changer for the world. It could keep 
energy costs and inflation low for years and years. It 
would give the world less dependence on the Middle East 
and Russia for energy security too.  

And then there is Iran coming in from the cold. Already 
the oil market is feeling the effects of Iran’s 

reintroduction on the scene as it ramps up production. 
But Iran has plenty of gas too.  
It was only last month that we learned Iran and Pakistan 
were in talks about completing a gas pipeline between 
the neighbouring nations — a pipeline that was originally 

started in the 1990s. 

Pakistan suffers from a chronic shortage of gas. We’re 
talking at a level where people can’t heat the bath or 
turn on the stove. Pakistan’s domestic production isn’t 
enough to meet demand, so it’s looking to import much 
of its gas supply. 
Where might this gas come from? Well, Iran’s right next 
door. International sanctions, imposed on Iran for its 

nuclear program, prevented supplies crossing the border 
in the past. 
Not only that, but Iran’s strategic and religious rival, 
Saudi Arabia, is said to have pressured Pakistan into 
rejecting Iranian gas, in order to hurt its economy, 
according to the Financial Times. 

But the situation is changing. The international sanctions 
on Iran are being withdrawn. And Saudi Arabia doesn’t 

have the billions to splash around like it did when oil was 
over $100 a barrel to buy off countries for geopolitical 
reasons. 
Even if they did, Pakistan’s Prime Minister wants the gas 
pipeline finished to keep the voters happy via a growing 

and healthy economy. He wants it completed in time for 
the next election. That pipeline is highly likely to go 
ahead.  
The bigger point in all this is about Iran’s resurgence. 
This has entirely changed the geopolitical scenario of the 
world. Most likely, Iran will become the dominant 
regional player. One can only wonder what the Saudis 

will make of that. 
Best wishes, Callum Newman, Editor, Money Morning  
How the European Union Just Outflanked Russia 
Friday, 20 May 2016 — Albert Park, Melbourne 
By Callum Newman 
 

_______________________________________________
Indigenous reconciliation is hard, it re-opens wounds to heal them 

May 11, 2016 6.20am AEST 
Australia is being held back by its unresolved relationship 
with its Indigenous population. Drawing on attempts at 
reconciliation overseas, this series of articles explores 
different ways of resolving this unfinished business. We 
begin today by looking at the significance of 
reconciliation. 

 
By Paul Muldoon – Senior Lecturer in Political Theory and 
Global Politics, Monash University 

 
Contributor Adrian Little –  Professor of Political Theory & 
Head of the School of Social and Political Sciences, 
University of Melbourne 

 

A lot has been invested in the idea of reconciliation, but 
rarely do we stop to reflect on what the term actually 
means. Reconciliation implies a process that leads to the 
end of an estrangement; the restoration of the “right 

relationship” between two people or two groups. 
It involves division giving way to friendship and 
harmony. Yet the term “reconciliation” suggest no 
particular rules as to how this takes place. Tellingly, it is 
silent on questions of justice, such as who gives up what 

to allow reconciliation to occur. 

 
Apologies for past injustices issued to indigenous people 
in Canada, Australia, the United States and New Zealand 
in the last few decades are signs of progress. 
butupa/Flickr  

http://click2.portphillippublishing.com.au/t/FA/EW0/HrA/hs4/AAEb1w/AAEK4Q/AQ/BUL_
http://click2.portphillippublishing.com.au/t/FA/EW0/HrA/hs4/AAEb1w/AAEK4Q/AQ/BUL_
http://click2.portphillippublishing.com.au/t/FA/EW0/HrA/hs4/AAEb1w/AAEK4Q/AQ/BUL_
http://click2.portphillippublishing.com.au/t/FA/EW0/HrA/hs4/AAEb1w/AAEK4Q/AQ/BUL_
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/indigenous-reconciliation
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Reconciliation may involve the pursuit of truth or justice, 
but neither is a prerequisite. Indeed, in some cases, 
concerns around truth or justice get in the way. 
In settler-colonial societies, such as Australia, the pursuit 
of reconciliation inevitably draws fresh – or renewed – 

attention to unresolved injustices of the colonial past. By 

formally addressing the legacy of colonial violence, 
governments hope to heal the wounds of dispossession 
and reunite indigenous and non-indigenous peoples 
within the nation. 

 
One of the first questions to emerge in every site of 
settler-colonial reconciliation concerns history: what is it 
we need to reconcile about? andy solo/Flickr, CC BY-NC-
ND 
Bids to “come to terms with the past” may include a 
range of measures, such as: 

raising public awareness of various kinds of injustices 
and humiliations indigenous people have suffered; 
making symbolic acts of redress, such as political 
apologies, which provide public recognition of injustices 
and a commitment not to repeat them; restoring land 

and cultural objects; revaluating indigenous culture and 
its importance to the life of the nation; and attempting to 

resolve ongoing legacies of colonisation through policy 
interventions that address indigenous socioeconomic 
disadvantage. 
The purpose of all such measures is to place relations 
between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples on a 
different, more just footing. In the absence of 

reconciliation, indigenous grievances would have little 
chance of being addressed, let alone resolved, and the 
colonial state would be unable to overcome the stain of 
illegitimacy. 

A fine balance 
While the pursuit of reconciliation will, by its very nature, 
press settler colonial states towards a difficult 

confrontation with their own past, it is, in essence, a 

nation-building project. Reconciliation’s end goal is 
always unity – the consolidation of the nation-state as an 
undivided whole: one land, one people. 
But in the case of settler societies, such processes have 
tended to unleash political dynamics that are either 
difficult to contain within the framework of reconciliation 

(such as claims for indigenous sovereignty), or that 
throw the very possibility of reconciliation into question 
(such as accusations of genocide). 

Reconciliation tends to falter in the face of claims for land 
rights and sovereignty for the simple reason that their 
favourable resolution guarantees indigenous people will, 
in one form or another, remain separate from, rather 
than integrated into, the nation-state. 

Similarly, accusations of genocide threaten nation-

building by raising the possibility that injustices of the 
past are so egregious they make reconciliation 
impossible. 
The viability of reconciliation processes in settler-colonial 
states can, then, depend on how the conflict between 
indigenous and non-indigenous people is understood. 
Does enmity stem from historical practices of 

discrimination, in which the rights of indigenous people 
were denied on arbitrary racial grounds? Or does it come 
from a historical program of extermination, in which the 
lives (or, at the very least, cultures) of indigenous people 
were intentionally placed in jeopardy? 
In the former case, no more may be required than the 

belated recognition of indigenous people as full citizens 
entitled to equal rights and life opportunities. In the 

latter, nothing short of a radical restructuring of how the 
two groups stand in relation to one another is needed. 
The pitfalls of transformation 
One of the first questions to emerge in every site of 
settler-colonial reconciliation thus concerns history: what 

is it we need to reconcile about? How ought we 
understand the history of our relationship until now? 
The tendency for reconciliation processes to get drawn 
into the very conflict they were designed to resolve is 
one of great ironies of the politics of conflict 
transformation. Whatever it may have initially promised, 
reconciliation has become a site of political contestation 

in which competing viewpoints, including what 
reconciliation itself actually means, vie for dominance. 
In societies such as Australia, the longer it remains the 
favoured trope for thinking about the future of 

indigenous/non-indigenous relations, the more apparent 
it becomes that the settler-colonial state is divided in 

ways that both necessitate reconciliation and undercut 
the chances of achieving it. 
This isn’t to say there are no moments when the cause of 
reconciliation looks to have been decidedly advanced. 
Apologies for past injustices issued to indigenous people 
in Canada, Australia, the United States and New Zealand 
in the last few decades provide arresting examples of 

precisely such progress. 
But the fact that such moments are invariably followed 
by claims of “unfinished business” is a salutary reminder 
of the potential for the past to be perpetually re-
contested and to throw up ever-new sources of 
grievance. 

For the time being at least, the state of reconciliation – 

or the reconciled state – seems destined to remain an 
incomplete project; the always deferred “not yet” of the 
receding post-colonial horizon. 
This is the first article in our series on efforts towards 
indigenous reconciliation in settler countries around the 
world. From tomorrow, look out for snapshots of how far 
various countries have come. 
http://theconversation.com/indigenous-reconciliation-is-
hard-it-re-opens-wounds-to-heal-them-55951  

________________________________________________  

The First Jewish Lie: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/atbondi/7283140982/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/indigenous-reconciliation
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/indigenous-reconciliation
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/indigenous-reconciliation
http://theconversation.com/indigenous-reconciliation-is-hard-it-re-opens-wounds-to-heal-them-55951
http://theconversation.com/indigenous-reconciliation-is-hard-it-re-opens-wounds-to-heal-them-55951
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The Old Testament fabrication that the Israelites were slaves in Egypt 
By John Kaminski March 16, 2015   

It seems that Jews have lied about their history in the Old 
Testament. Overwhelming new evidence by top Egyptian 
and Israeli scholars shows that Jews were never slaves in 
Egypt.  Pictures and captions by Darkmoon 

 
If the Jews had been living in Egypt for centuries as 
slaves, surely they would have noticed the pyramids and 
the Sphinx?  Strangely, neither of these great 
architectural wonders of the world are mentioned 
even once in the Old Testament!   

Jews lie. Jews have always lied. And most assuredly, 
Jews are still lying today about everything that has to do 
with themselves and their sordid history. So considering 
how they have wrecked the United States, Russia, 
Germany and so many other countries by mentally 
lobotomizing and financially castrating all of them, it 

should come as no surprise that Jews have falsified their 
own history from the very beginning. 
Or to put it more concisely in the words of an Egyptian 
medical doctor named Ashraf Ezzat: 
“The truth is that ancient Egypt never knew any Pharaohs 
nor any Israelites. Egypt was never the land of Exodus 
and Palestine was never the Promised Land.” 

Backed by every reputable expert in the known world, 
Ezzat argues that ancient Hebrew history as we know it 

today is based on one colossal lie — that events 
described as happening in Egypt, if they happened at all, 
really happened in Arabia. Which means that according 
to his version, the tales of Joseph, Moses and the Exodus 
might still be true, but the location in which they are 
alleged to have happened are false. 

To the average person, this would seem a farfetched 
assertion were it not for the supportive testimony of the 
world’s top Egyptologists, from James Henry Breasted to 
Donald Redford to Israel Finkelstein. Even some Israeli 
experts agree, including the head of archeology at Tel 
Aviv University. Prof. Ze’ev Herzog, in a 1999 article in 
Ha’aretz, said: 
“The Israelites were never in Egypt, did not wander in the 
desert, did not conquer the land in a military campaign 
and did not pass it on to the 12 tribes of Israel.” 

Needless to say, this revelation has profound implications 

for all of the world’s major monotheistic religions: 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam, which all base their 
deeply flawed legitimacy on these questionable Old 
Testament legends. 
For Dr. Ezzat, the ferreting out of the real story of the 

Jews is a matter of defending the reputation of his 
illustrious homeland, the oldest known human 
civilization, the mysterious land of the pyramids and the 
Sphinx. 
Ezzat seeks merely to uncover the truth buried beneath 
two thousand years of deliberate and slanderous 
misrepresentation of a culture that provided the 

foundation of the monotheistic religions which have 
“borrowed” heavily from Egyptian tradition but neglected 

to mention the source as they claimed these well-known 
rituals as their own. 

 
The Crossing of the Red Sea ROSSELLI (1439 – 1507) 
[LD: The Old Testament tells us that God helped to part 
the waves of the Red Sea, allowing his Chosen People to 
cross over miraculously to the other side as they fled 
from Pharaoh’s pursuing army. As soon as the Egyptian 
army descended into the same trench, God let the waves 
return in a huge collapsing wall onto the heads of the evil 
Egyptians who were all drowned.  
Amusing titbit. “Red Sea pedestrians”  =  Monty Python’s 
politically incorrect euphemism for “Jews”. [LD]  § 

 
Ezzat has labored at this task for several years on his 
Pyramidion website, but now has taken a big step 

forward with the publication of “Egypt Knew No Pharaohs 
Nor Israelites” (pictured). The book is available in a 
Kindle edition for a mere $5 and contains lots of very 
valuable live links, including Breasted’s famous “Dawn of 
Conscience” essay and instructive background material 
from the Roman writer Plutarch, Egyptologist Donald 
Redford and contemporary reporter Juan Cole using 

archivist Peter Myers’ encyclopedic background data. 
The book is a real treasure trove of objective Biblical 
history, an essential counterweight to the overabundance 
of unreliable religious proselytization material that 
handicaps objective historical scholars everywhere with 

self-absorbed misinformation. 
Defending Egypt’s honorable tradition 

Many factors set Ezzat on this detective trail of the 
Biblical deception that castigates Ancient Egypt as an 
immoral, slave-keeping society. 
The first clue was that the Old Testament never 
mentioned the pyramids, making the writers of that 
document the first and probably the only visitors to Egypt 
who never mentioned these awe-inspiring structures. 

Ezzat’s contention, backed by solid empirical scholarship, 
is that the events of the Old Testament occurred in 
southwestern Arabia, in a province called Mizraim, or 

Misr, a location now near modern day Yemen, which is 
where he says the tribe of Israel was really born. 

http://www.darkmoon.me/author/johnkaminski/
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/
https://ashraf62.wordpress.com/
https://ashraf62.wordpress.com/
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The second tipoff was the terrain, which in the OT more 
resembles hilly Arabia rather than flat Egypt. Also, the 

Bible recounts droughts, which Egypt never had, only 
fluctuations in the flooding of the Nile. Many of the 
events ascribed to the area of present day Palestine 

actually occurred much further south down the coast of 
the Red Sea, Ezzat insists. Furthermore an even more 
telling detail in the Joseph story was the camel caravan 
carrying “gum, balm and myrrh”, which were products of 

Arabian trade, not Egypt’s. 
The third and most revealing clue was the notion of 
slavery, which Ezzat claims was never practiced in Egypt 
until the Greeks and Persians brought the practice with 
them a thousand years later than the supposed time of 
Moses and Joseph. 

Some stories state the pyramids were built by slaves, but 
history shows us the pyramid builders were willing 
volunteers, as the village of the pyramid builders attests. 
And the fourth aspect of this millennia-old Old Testament 
fraud was the label of pharaoh, which no Egyptian 

document ever uses. But the leader of the Mizraim tribe 

was called Faraon, which made the switch from Hebrew 
to Greek and the creation of a villainous pharaoh many 
centuries later an easy trick to pull off. Egypt, one of the 
best documented of all ancient civilizations, never once 
used the term pharaoh. 

This is truly a tale of two Egypts: Egypt was mentioned 
in the Bible around 700 times; the Israelites were not 
mentioned once in the Egyptian records. 
The 5th century BC historian Herodotus, commonly 
known as “the father of history”, never mentioned 
pharaohs, only kings. Herodotus also never mentioned 
Israel, repeatedly mentioned Palestine, Syria and the 

Phoenicians, never mentioned Jews or Canaanites, and 
never mentioned any Jewish holy temple. 
But more than anything else, it was the insult to Ancient 
Egypt’s extremely enlightened religious philosophy — 

moral practices that have never been equalled by the 
civilizations that came later — that compelled Ezzat to 
defend the honor of a remarkable culture that survived 

for the better part of three millennia, longer – you make 
take note — than any other culture in world history. 
“Deceitfully linking the story of Moses and his Pharaoh 
has tarnished the image of one of humanity’s greatest 
civilizations,” Ezzat writes. “Ancient Egypt has been 
stabbed in the heart by this two-thousand year duplicity. 

And this deception is likely to continue if we don’t expose 
the truth about the Israelite stories and their Arabic 
origin and the Septuagint fraud.” 

 
“Ancient Egypt has been stabbed in the back by a two-

thousand year duplicity!” 
 

Corrupt Jewish translators 

In the 2nd century BC, the Hebrew bible was translated 
from Aramaic to Greek at the legendary Library of 

Alexandria. Seventy Jewish scribes, hence the 
designation of the Septuagint Bible, were assigned this 
task by the Ptolemies in which they cunningly replaced 
this obscure tribal leader Faraon with the mighty Egypt 
and its king. The Greek version, with this malicious 
distortion of ancient history, has been the source for all 
translations of the Bible worldwide ever since. 

The Septaguint deception had been the result of a Greek-
Jewish bond very similar to nowadays’ American-Israeli 

one. (Controlling and manipulating world superpowers — 
ancient and modern — is obviously an old Jewish 
proficiency also demonstrable in the old Jewish/Persian 

arrangement that led to the release from Babylonian 
Captivity and the complicity with the Roman Empire to 
control and contain Christianity.) 
Replacing the Arabic town of Mizraim/Misr with pharaonic 

Egypt in the stories of the Patriarchs has not only 
distorted the Israelite stories but the historiography of 
the whole ancient Near East. 
The dangers this misrepresentation presents to modern 
times are numerous. 
Number one, modern Egyptians have been detached 
from their own culture. 

Number two, the lies presented in the Bible that have 
filtered into other religions present a violent danger 
based on mistaken information. 
For instance, the Salafis, hardened Islamists and 
jihadists, want to demolish all of ancient Egypt’s 

monument and temples, including the Pyramids and the 

Sphinx, because they believe these are the idols Pharaoh 
worshipped while rejecting the true word of God 
delivered by Moses. 
So here is a closed-minded mass murder plot based on 
the fairy tale of Jewish slaves building the Pyramids 
The Exodus tale is about slaves, toiling in 400 years of 
continuous bondage. The failure of his brothers to 

murder Joseph is told both in the Qu’ran and the Bible. 
The brothers sold him to the Ishmaelites, not the 
Egyptians, for 20 shekels of silver (Genesis 37:26-28). 
The Septaguint deception repeated through 
contemporary filmmaking was evident in the recent 
Ridley Scott film (which flopped at the box office!)  
Exodus: Gods and Kings. 

Egypt banned this movie for its “Zionist view of history”. 

The same scam perpetrated by the Jews for 3000 years 
— changing history to dupe the public — is still being run 
today in Hollywood. 
Although Exodus: Gods and Kings is set in Egypt, you 
won’t actually be able to see it there. According to 

Deadline magazine (and reported by Ezzat), Scott’s 
adaptation of the biblical story of Moses has run afoul of 
Egyptian censors. Abdul Sattar Fathi, the head of the 
Egyptian state censorship board, harshly criticized the 
film, citing “historical mistakes” such as claiming the 
Jews built the pyramids and portraying Moses as a 
general, not a prophet. 

“Furthermore,” Fathi said, “it shows ancient Egyptians as 
a mob group persecuting peaceful Jews. Our board has 
refused this out of respect for Egyptians’ feelings.” 

(Peaceful Jews, I like that. Could be the only example in 
history of peaceful Jews. No surprise that only Hollywood 
could come with a concept like peaceful Jews, which is 
surely a type of human being that has never before been 

seen in history. Go tell the Palestinians about peaceful 
Jews.) 
Says Ezzat, who remains scrupulously impartial when it 
comes to contemporary politics, Egypt is simply not 
where this story took place. 

At the time, Israel wasn’t there 

Jews lie. How many modern examples do you need? Six 

million dead in a Holocaust that never happened? People 
all over the world paying reparations for crimes they 
didn’t commit and being thrown in jail when they ask for 
proof of these crimes. A Jewish company producing 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/08/0805_020805_giza.html
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poison food and a Jewish government forcing people to 
eat it. Jews murdering thousands of unarmed peasants 

and calling it self defense, triggering wars all over the 
world through covert manipulation of governments it has 
bought. 

Current Israeli rabble rouser Binyamin Netanyahu said 
recently in a speech that the Jewish people were building 
Jerusalem 3000 years ago. Yet another Jewish lie. Ezzat 
says no. 
“The Jewish people were not building Jerusalem 3000 
years ago, i.e. 1000 BC . . . There was no invasion of 
geographical Palestine from Egypt by former slaves in the 
2200s BCE . . . The chronicle of events of the reign of 
Ramses II on the wall in Luxor does not know about any 
major slave results or flights by same into the Sinai 
peninsula. Egyptian sources never heard of Moses or the 
12 plagues.” 

Jerusalem not only was not being built by the likely then 
non-existent “Jewish people” in 1000 BCE, but Jerusalem 
probably was not even inhabited at that point in history. 
Jerusalem appears to have been abandoned between 
1000 BCE and 900 BCE, the traditional dates for the 

united kingdom under David and Solomon. 
So Jerusalem was not ‘the city of David,’ since there was 
no city there when he is said to have lived there. No sign 
of magnificent palaces or great states has been found in 
the archeology of this period, and the Assyrian tablets, 
which recorded even minor events throughout the Middle 
East, such as the actions of Arab queens, don’t know 

anything about any great kingdom of David and Solomon 
in geographical Palestine. 
Not a thing. 
Palestine was not the homeland for the kingdom of Israel 
and the stories of its early patriarchs. The inception of 
Judaism and the stories of Abraham, Isaac, Joseph and 
Moses happened in Arabia and Yemen, Ezzat writes. The 

blatant failure of Biblical archeology in the land of 

Palestine is primarily due to a premise completely flawed 
and a Bible (Septaguint) cunningly tampered with (by 
the same evil creeps who manipulate our news and 
educational materials today). 
Egypt’s written records date back to 1870 BC. No trace of 

the Israelites. 

Slavery was a common tradition in Arabia but not in 

Egypt. Slavery didn’t come to Egypt “until 7th to 4th 
century BC, with the influence of the Persian/Greek 
invasions.” 
This tradition of slavery lingers on in Yemen, where 
foreigners aren’t allowed to get a job without the 
sponsorship of a native called a kafeel who control all 
aspects of their lives. 

In his breakthrough theory “Bible Came from Arabia” Dr. 
Kamal Salibi has discovered more than one hundred 

place names in Arabia and North Yemen that amazingly 
matched the ones mentioned in the Torah, Ezzat writes. 
“Placing the Israelites back in their native Arabic land will 
no longer make the pervasive future of slavery in the 

stories of Joseph and Moses alien or inexplicable, or the 
walls and fortifications of mountainous villages tumbled 
by Joshua unreal and unverifiable. 
“The land Joshua conquered was a small territory in 
North Yemen. The Egypt of the Bible is not the Egypt of 
the NIle Valley but an obscure little town in the 
southwestern desert of ancient Arabia called Mizraim, or 

Misr in Hebrew and Arabic. 
“The Exodus took place in a much humbler way and on a 
much narrower scale in an obscure little village in ancient 
South Arabia,” Ezzat writes. 

“If Egypt knew no Pharaohs, then it goes without saying 
that Egypt never knew Moses, either. And if Moses never 

set foot in Egypt, then the Exodus’ road map into the 
Promised Land has to be redrawn.” 

A conception of world harmony 

The lies began a long time ago. According to the Old 
Testament, written by Jews, ancient Egypt is the land of 
idolatry, tyranny and slavery. 
It is this slander at which Ezzat bristles, because the 
precepts of the ancient Egyptian religion were plagiarized 

by its Christian and Muslim successors lock, stock and 
barrel. 
“Maat is the Egyptian concept of world harmony based on 
justice, balance and truth. Maat, or the lady of truth, as 
personified by ancient Egyptians in the shape of a lady 
wearing the feather of truth on her head and holding the 

balance of justice, is the code of ethics by which all 
Egyptians, including monarchs, should follow,” Ezzat 
writes. 
The late Prof. Breasted, in a beautiful introduction to his 
1933 classic Dawn of Conscience, writes in a live link 

from the book: 
“The Egyptians possessed a standard of morals far 
superior to that of the Decalogue (the Ten 
Commandments) over a thousand years before the 
Decalogue was written.” 

 
Famous Egyptologist Professor James Henry Breasted  
in his office at the Oriental Institute, 1929. 
So Ezzat is not making this stuff up. Breasted is one of 
the most respected historians ever. And Ezzat’s insistence 
that much of the material in the Old Testament is 
fabricated, distorted and plagiarized is true. 

For instance, the wisdom of Amenemope, preserved in 

an Egyptian papyrus in the British Museum, was 
translated into Hebrew in ancient times and, circulating 
in Palestine, was the source for a whole section of the 
Old Testament Book of Proverbs. 
“Our moral heritage derives from a wider human past 
enormously older than the Hebrews, and it has come to 
us rather through the Hebrews than from them. Man 

arose to high moral vision two thousand years before the 
Hebrew nation was born,” Ezzat writes. 
Just like in modern times, when in World War II Germany 
was presented as the bad guy while the Jewish countries 

the U.S., Britain and Soviet Union were presented as the 
good guys, the Hebrews presented Israelite interlopers 

as the brave heroes and innocent Egyptians as the 
villains, which like the juxtaposition of Israeli murderers 
and Palestinian victims into Jew freedom fighters and 
Islamic terrorists is a historical injustice and unforgivable 
lie of the type that so debilitates our existence today. 
Jews lie. They always have, and they always will. 
[Jews hold no monopoly on lying, and this is where 
Kaminski reveals his blind spot when it comes to judging 
Jews as a group  – ed. AI] 

*** 
http://therebel.org/en/kaminski  
http://www.rudemacedon.ca/kaminski/kam-index.html 
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http://jo
hnkaminski.com/ 

http://www.goldenageproject.org.uk/dawn.php
http://therebel.org/en/kaminski
http://www.rudemacedon.ca/kaminski/kam-index.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http:/johnkaminski.com/
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http:/johnkaminski.com/
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JOHN KAMINSKI is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of 
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are 
destroying ourselves and pinpointing a corrupt belief 
system as the engine of our demise. Most of his articles 
are featured here. Solely dependent on contributions 
from readers, please support his work by mail: 6871 
Willow Creek Circle #103, North Port FL 34287 USA. 

*** 
286 thoughts on “The First Jewish Lie: The Old Testament 
fabrication that the Israelites were slaves in Egypt” 
RICH – March 16, 2015 at 4:56 pm 

We should all be quite used to stories like this especially 

in the time of Lent. I have noticed these come around 
during Advent and Christmastide as well. They always 
manage to reach a crescendo during Holy Week. What a 
shame to see so many of them here on the Darkmoon 
site and so many by Mr. Kaminski. 
Ironically, we Catholics began reading from Exodus in the 

Roman Breviary just yesterday being the 4th Sunday of 
Lent, also known as Laetare Sunday. Laetare is the first 
word of the Introit in the Missal for that day’s Mass. It 
means rejoice, the priest wears rose colored vestments 

instead of the penitential purple and it is a time to rejoice 
a bit as we are at the midpoint of the Holy Fast. So is 
this just a coincidence or is this calculated? Or could it be 

just good old fashioned diabolical inspiration? 
In your article you mention that gum, balm and myrrh 
were products of Arabian trade and not of Egypt’s in 
order to discredit the story of Holy Joseph. My bible 
states that Ismaelites were on their way to Egypt, 
coming from Galaad, with their camels, carrying spices, 
and balm, and myrrh. But my point is not to dispute the 

product of gum versus spices. No, it is to point out that 
traders transporting these goods were on the way to 
Egypt and they were not Egyptians. Are you telling me 
that Egyptians had no need for these products? 
But you are correct, Jews were never slaves in Egypt. 
They were Israelites or Hebrews. Jews don’t really come 

along in the bible until St. John’s Gospel. Essentially, Jew 
means denier and enemy of Christ. So, using that logic, 
we can call you a Jew too, can’t we Mr. Kaminski? Oh, I 
suppose we can find the word “Jew” occasionally in the 
retranslations that have cropped up over the years. But 
St. John’s Gospel is the place to go to understand it and 
where the word changes meaning. Christ tells the woman 

at the well, Salvation is from the Jews. In Latin the word 
is Iudeans, with an “i”. He could just have easily said 
from the House of David or the line of David. David being 
a Iudean, or in English, a Judean. The City of David, by 
the way, is the House of Bread, or Bethlehem. So yes, 
dear John, you have many inaccuracies in your own little 
screed. 

Serious question. Do you think you are on the verge of 
uncovering the ultimate truth every time you write an 

article? Methinks you do. You sound just like the original 
baby booming yuppies born around 1945 who think they 
invented or re-invented everything. From having babies 
to going to work to dropping acid and tuning in. And that 

their parents from the so-called “Greatest Generation” 
did not know anything. They were immature in their 
youth and we are still waiting for most of them to grow 
up. They also happen to be the liberals that are in charge 
of the world right now. So what is the real difference 
between you and a Bill and Hillary Clinton. Not much I 
would say except that you happen to talk about Jews. 

But you only do it if you can also make the case for the 
destruction of the backbone of Western Civilization in the 

process. And what was and is this backbone? Why the 
Church of course. 

For a thousand years, the Roman Catholic Church had 
the Jews under their thumb. They did not harm them, 
but they did not let the Jew harm Christendom either. 

I’m talking about the time from the Edict of Milan or the 
Council of Nice until 1517 and Luther’s Revolt. Luther 
was very bitter against the Jews at the end of his life 
because he probably knew he was deceived and he also 

knew he opened the door to the money power. That is 
not to say that he was not right about certain corruptions 
going on in the Church at the time. These things do 
happen from time to time as sinful men run the Church 
on earth. The Protestant Revolt was the great tragedy 
where every man could become his own pope and his 
own authority. In retrospect it was very much like the 

swinging ’60s is it not? Hey, maybe Luther was the first 
Baby Boomer. He seemed to say, “let’s reject the Faith of 
our Fathers and the older generation!”. “We can’t trust 
any clergy over 30!”. “Let’s roll around naked with nuns 
and throw the Blessed Sacrament in the mud!”. They did 

all that, but what was really important is that certain 

princes could be freed from the “bondage” of the Church 
and steal a store of labor from the Church that was built 
up over a thousand years. Hence brining in the Age of 
Capitalism and funny money. In fact, it was the birth of 
the Worldwide Debt Management System that Pat so 
elegantly exposes and talks about. 
Whiners like you who want to topple the very real 

horrors of the Jew System we are currently enslaved in 
have nothing up your sleeve to replace it with except for 
anarchy. Of course you don’t think that one through do 
you? But why should you as you will never topple the 
Jew System with your current attitude. Society needs 
order. But you reject personal holiness and a strong 
Church. I suppose it is much more fun to rehabilitate 

Hitler and worship goose stepping Nazis. Yeah, that’s a 

movement I want to hitch my wagon to, not! 
Yes the Jews are strong and the Church is weak right 
now. That is the way it has always been for two thousand 
years. When the Church is strong the Jews are weak. But 
you reject Christ and His Holy Church. So you too are a 

Jew. 
Lastly, the point of Exodus is to demonstrate the reality 
of the slavery of the Israelites in a material way as a 
type for the slavery and bondage of sin that Christ freed 
us from on the Cross. Of course Moses was a Levite and I 
suppose you missed the part where he smashes the 
tablets with the Law written by the Finger of God, which 

he received after a 40 day fast, when he sees his fellow 
Israelites soaked in wine and being gluttonous. He was 
very disappointed with what you would call “his fellow 

Jews”. In fact the Old Testament mostly criticizes Israel 
for not living up to the Law which was only a type of 
training wheel in order for God to one day establish His 
Church. Of course you would call the Jews. So how did 

you manage to miss the parts of the Old Testament 
which consistently criticizes the “Jews”? 
Oh well, I’m really looking forward to reading your 
feature during Holy Week. That is usually the high water 
mark of the anti-Chruch propaganda. Just take a look at 
Time Magazine or any of the other weeklies at the Holiest 

time on the Liturgical Calendar. So sad to see it so 
prevalently featured here on the Darkmoon site and by 
you. 
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-
the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-
slaves-in-egypt/#comment-891416  

http://www.darkmoon.me/author/johnkaminski/
http://therebel.org/en/kaminski
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/#comment-890860
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/#comment-891416
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/#comment-891416
http://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/#comment-891416
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________________________________________________________________________________________  

For the Record: In 1972 Fredrick Toben met Professor Georg Klaus, the eminent logician living in Berlin, East Germany, 

who attempted to imbue logic with a Marxist class thinking foundation. Toben realized that this enterprise simply could 

not succeed because for him dialectic materialism was itself a deeply flawed ideology. Still, to this day Toben retains a 

copy of the professor’s book as a memorabilia of that particular venture of his into the world of Marxist academia.  

  
__________________________________________________  

 

 
WAGNER'S JEWS - An Introduction to the Film 

Published on Dec 5, 2013 
http://firstrunfeatures.com/wagnersje...  

German composer Richard Wagner was notoriously anti-
Semitic, and his writings on Jews were later embraced by 

Hitler and the Nazis. But there is another, lesser-known 
side to this story. For years, many of Wagner's closest 
associates were Jews - young musicians who became 
personally devoted to him, and provided crucial help to 
his work and career. 

http://firstrunfeatures.com/wagnersjews.html
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They included the teenaged piano prodigy Carl Tausig; 
Hermann Levi, a rabbi's son who conducted the premiere 

of Wagner's Parsifal; Angelo Neumann, who produced 
Wagner's works throughout Europe; and Joseph 
Rubinstein, a pianist who lived with the Wagner family 

for years and committed suicide when Wagner died. Even 
as Wagner called for the elimination of the Jews from 
German life, many of his most active supporters were 
Jewish. 

Why were they drawn to him? And how could Wagner 
even accept their embrace? These questions are at the 
heart of Wagner's Jews, the first film to focus on 
Wagner's complex personal relationships with Jews. 
Filmed on location in Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, 
Wagner's Jews reveals this remarkable story through 
archival sources, re-enactments, interviews, and 

performances of original musical works by Wagner's 
Jewish colleagues the first such performances on film. 
Featuring Zubin Mehta and Leon Botstein among others, 
the film also explores the ongoing controversy over 
performing Wagner's music in Israel. The same questions 

asked in Wagner's time still resonate today: is it possible 

to separate the art from its creator? Can sublime music 
transcend prejudice, bigotry and the weight of history? 

Top comments 
Aezelll2 months ago 
Eh too much is made of Wagner's anti-semitism. If we are going 
to start trying to be the moral police on what music we are 
allowed to enjoy based on the composer's personal political 
views or private life, we won't be left with much. I mean let's 
see... half of the composers of Western art music were nuts, 
Michael Jackson screwed little boys, Miles Davis was violent and 
abused drugs, and on and on. Pop cultural music is basically one 
long tale of a drug and alcohol fueled violent sex romps ending 
in deaths, suicides, broken families, and being on the wrong side 
of political history. Musicians are just.....crazy. Face it. 
susumu071 year ago 
Based on his associations with some Jews... the only logical 
conclusion is that he didn't hate them all, only those who were 
crooks or Jewish-supremacists. He hated the insularity, duplicity 
and fakeness of some overhyped Jewish composers 
(Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer) as well as many non-Jewish ones 
(Rossini, Puccini) that were hand-picked by the Rothschilds for 
fame and fortune. He believed that Jewish culture and the 
shackles it places on the mind and heart could never produce - 
from scratch - the epic Gesamtkunstwerk of the artistic level 
that he was craving after. And you know what, even today he's 
still right! There never was a Jewish Wagner or a Jewish 

Beethoven, nothing of the caliber of an Eroica or a Siegfried 
produced by a Jew (though they did and do produce many 
skilled interpreters of these works - focus being on repetition 
and rules, but not innovation of anything that can be called 
beautiful). But he did not think it impossible that a Jew can rise 
above the negative points of his culture. And for that alone the 
label, "anti-Jewish" is incorrect for him (let alone "Anti-semite" - 
he didn't even comment on Arabs.) However he was indeed 

Judeo-skeptic in the cultural sense. But he believed that even 
Jews can rise above Jewish culture. Just like many people today 
who don't like rap aren't necessarily "anti-black", they just don't 
like the pop-products of its culture and respect those blacks who 
do better with their talents. Well most of the Jewish composers 
of Wagner's time were basically the cheap junk-pop of their day. 
Most just copied themes, melodies, or even entire movements 
from other composers and invented very little that was both 
original and memorable. The few that really rose above the 
ghetto mentality and conspiracy culture, and truly understood 
european music, Wagner actually supported. 
Reply1   

  
Paul R.1 year ago 
I feel like Wagner regarded the 'Jewishness' as a complete 
phenomenon; a state of being which is typically perverted and 
dishonest, but not necessarily extended to its every individual, 
only likely to be. I think this is why there are many so-called 
"Self-hating Jews", (like for example Otto Weiniger, friend of 
Wittgenstein, or today's David Cole) rather than a personal 
response to everyone's general contempt for them, or for what 
is typically called 'Jewish' but in spite of their own genetics for 
the sake of integrity or even atonement instead.   
Paul R.1 year ago 
There was no mention of Wagner's Jewish friend assistant 
Heinrich Porges? When Porges described the philosophy in the 
Vorspiel for Das Rheingold, it was really perfect.  
Wyncko Tonckens1 year ago (edited) 
The myth about Richard Wagner being an anti semite is bullshit 
in my point of view!  He was a great German composer who 
wrote and composed beautiful music. I would like to know the 

evidence in his music.......I haven,t found any so far. (my 
knowledge of the German language is good enough to 
understand the story behind his music) Just because he was one 
of Hitler,s favorites doesn,t make him a anti semite. Wagner 
died decades before Hitler came to power.  GET A LIFE! 
Reply1   

  
チヤルモスキ1 year ago (edited) 

wagner disliked judaism as religion and sytem, NEVER AS 
RACE.. (why judaism is a mix of race, policy and religion in first 
place?? WEIRD!!)... Wagner was Christian... to dislike judaism 
DOESN'T CONVERT YOU IN AN ASSASSIN OR A FUCKING 
GENOCIDE... I also dislke judaism as any other religion, but It 
doesn't convert me in anti-semite...    

  

Menachem Horowitz2 years ago 
an enlighting film. Very well made movie. A must see to every 
music lover 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_9z90aJ6Zw 

Wagner’s Jews 
United States / Germany 2013, 55 min, Hebrew, English and German, Hebrew & English subtitles 

 
A fascinating attempt to unravel the mystery of Richard Wagner 
and the Jews. How is it that one of Europe’s most talented and 
groundbreaking musicians was also narrow-minded, horrifyingly 
racist, and published his anti-Semitic views extensively? How did 

this hatred of Jews emerge in such a talented artist, surrounded 
by Jewish musicians whom he admired and even promoted? This 
film describes the collaboration between Wagner, sometimes 
known as the “Rabbi of Bayreuth”, and Jewish conductors, 
arrangers and pianists, his warm relations with Jewish patrons 
of the arts, who enabled him to produce his grandiose operas 
and his rapport with his mostly Jewish audience. It tries to 
understand what elicited so much scorn, disgust and loathing in 
him, to make Hitler say years later that Wagner was his 
inspiration. It was because of Wagner, Hitler would say, that he 
recognized his mission and destiny. 
Previous Festivals: San Diego Jewish Film Festival- Feb. 2014, 
Jewish International Film Festival/Holocaust Film Series 

https://www.youtube.com/user/Aezelll
https://www.youtube.com/user/Aezelll
https://www.youtube.com/user/susumu07
https://www.youtube.com/user/susumu07
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHJe0GTS9JMppkQPcqifQAQ
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrWtonckens
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrWtonckens
https://www.youtube.com/user/raticida123456
https://www.youtube.com/user/raticida123456
https://www.youtube.com/user/raticida123456
https://www.youtube.com/user/raticida123456
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpc1NN0n7qQRXetzIvzg1qQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpc1NN0n7qQRXetzIvzg1qQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpc1NN0n7qQRXetzIvzg1qQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpc1NN0n7qQRXetzIvzg1qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_9z90aJ6Zw
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(Australia)- March 2014, Seattle Jewish Film Festival- March 
2014, Houston Jewish Film Festival- March 2014, East Bay 
International Jewish Film Festival- March 2014 
http://www.docaviv.co.il/2014-en/films/wagners-jews/ 

 

 
Wagner’s Jews 

Produced, directed and written by Hilan Warshaw 
In co-production with WDR/ARTE 

Broadcasts on PBS/Channel Thirteen, ARTE, WDR 

 

 

 

 
A partial list of experts and musicians interviewed in the 
film (in alphabetical order): 
Yossi Beilin, Israeli politician and negotiator of the Oslo 
peace accords 
Leon Botstein, President of Bard College; Conductor 
Laureate of the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra 

John Louis DiGaetani, Wagner scholar 
Asher Fisch, Israeli conductor 
Robert Gutman, Musicologist and Wagner biographer 
Uri Chanoch, Deputy Chairman, Central Organization of 
Holocaust Survivors in Israel 
Jonathan Livny, President, Israel Wagner Society 
Zubin Mehta, Music Director, Israel Philharmonic 
Orchestra 
Dina Porat, Chief Historian, Yad Vashem; Professor, Tel 
Aviv University 
Paul Lawrence Rose, Professor of European History and 
Jewish Studies, Pennsylvania State University 

Jan Swafford, Brahms biographer 
* 

Watch the opening of the film here 
WAGNER’S JEWS was broadcast in Europe on ARTE and WDR in 
2013 to mark the bicentenary of Wagner's birth, and was 
broadcast on PBS/Channel Thirteen in 2014. The film has been 
screened at U.S. and international festivals and venues including 
Yale, Columbia, and Boston Universities, Simon Wiesenthal 
Center Museum of Tolerance, London's Barbican Centre, Jewish 
Museum Vienna, DocAviv- the Tel Aviv International 
Documentary Film Festival, Documentary Film Center (Stuttgart, 
Germany), Musée Hector Berlioz (France), the Jewish 
International Film Festival (Australia), and many others. The 
film is distributed in North America by First Run Features. To 
find a screening near you, please click here. 

* 
“This film brings to light new insights into this topic, and 
manages to be - for all its laconic brevity - incredibly 
complex. Hilan Warshaw is a musician, a violinist. 
Perhaps that is why he possesses this ability to work 
virtually polyphonically, pursuing many different voices 
and balancing contradictions, without once taking the 
floor himself at all.” - Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 

* 
“A brilliant documentary.” - - Alan Miller, BBC Radio 

* 
“There’s much to ponder in Hilan Warshaw’s 55-minute 
documentary-essay, now on DVD, on Richard Wagner’s 
virulent anti-Semitism and the paradoxical support he 
received from Jewish patrons and musicians throughout 
his life.”  - J. Hoberman, The New York Times 

* 
“Well-composed and deeply affecting.” - Stuart Klawans, 
film critic, The Nation 

* 
“Well-made, intriguing and thought-provoking.”  - Kol 
Yisrael (Voice of Israel) radio 
For more information or to arrange a screening, please contact 
Hilan Warshaw at hilan@overtonefilms.com. To purchase the 
film on DVD, please follow this link.  
http://www.overtonefilms.com/wagners.html 

Sydney 12 - 25 March 

 

Melbourne 12 - 25 March

_________________________________________________   
Opinion 

The election is shaping as a battle between the two most politically correct leaders in 

Australia’s history 
Mark Latham, The Daily Telegraph, May 9, 2016 11:30pm 

http://www.docaviv.co.il/2014-en/films/wagners-jews/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_9z90aJ6Zw
http://hilanwarshaw.com/media/documents/Wagners_Jews-_upcoming_screenings_a-o_11-10.pdf
http://hilanwarshaw.com/media/documents/Wagners_Jews-_upcoming_screenings_a-o_11-10.pdf
mailto:hilan@overtonefilms.com
http://firstrunfeatures.com/cgi-bin/sc/ref.cgi?storeid=*18e150a0b38ef850b56ab9ea50b5&name=FM_Wagner%27s_Jews
http://www.overtonefilms.com/wagners.html
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion
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IN this era of political correctness and gender fluidity, Mother’s 
Day is lucky to survive. Under the guidance of the Safe Schools 
program, it’s only a matter of time before the second Sunday in 
May becomes an UN-sanctioned International Day For People 
Who Identify As Being Mothers. It will be open to men and 
women alike. 
This is the logical extension of Leftist identity politics: a belief 
that capitalist social conditioning has fried our brains so badly 
that none of us can figure out our true gender role. 
I’m a 55-year-old man who has spent the past 40 years 
admiring attractive women and, along the way, fathering three 
children. 

But if only they had taught Safe Schools in the 1970s, I could 
have broken free from capitalist indoctrination, signed up for 
neo-Marxist gender politics and emerged as Australia’s answer 
to Bruce/Caitlyn Jenner. 
At Sunday’s lunch in the splendid La Vigna Restaurant in 
Camden, my kids could have had two mothers, not just one. 
On Father’s Day we wouldn’t have to bother, staying home to 
read our gender fluidity lecture notes from La Trobe University. 
Not surprisingly, in my state of false consciousness, I’m not 
alone. As I looked around the restaurant two days ago, all the 
mothers appeared to be women and all the fathers appeared to 
be men. 
They too missed the Safe Schools lesson where you arrive from 
outer space without a penis or vagina and then sort out what to 
do. 
Undeterred by our lack of formal education, we dug into the veal 
scallopini and seafood ravioli instead. 
It says something bizarre about Australian politics that in this 
election campaign, both major parties are committed to keeping 
Safe Schools and the equally Goebbelesque Building Respectful 
Relationships program. As a duo, Malcolm Turnbull and Bill 
Shorten are the two most politically correct leaders in our 
history. 
They have formed an elitist bipartisanship around the things the 
Australian people aren’t allowed to hear. 

 
If only they had taught Safe Schools in the 1970s, Mark 
Latham could have emerged as Australia’s answer to 
Caitlyn Jenner, he says / Digitally altered image 
Think of it as the great silence swindle of election 2016. 
Over the next eight weeks there will be no talk of how welfare 
dependency in places like Auburn, Parramatta and Merrylands 
has become an Australian breeding ground for Islamic terrorism. 
There will be no talk of how the nation’s 200,000 per annum 
immigration program is adding daily to congestion and urban 
sprawl, making large parts of Sydney unlivable. There will be no 
talk of amending section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act to 
restore genuine freedom of speech. 
There will be no talk of curbing the thought-police powers of the 
Human Rights Commission, which has declared its right to name 
and shame “racists”, even when there is no evidence of racial 
malice. 
There will be no talk about the true extent of domestic violence 
in Australia: the ABS statistic showing an annual rate of 
domestic assault against women of 1.06 per cent. Instead, we’ll 
be bombarded with more taxpayer-funded propaganda about an 
“epidemic” and “national emergency”. 
From Bill Turnbull and Malcolm Shorten, there will be no talk 
about the importance of teaching strength and resilience in our 
schools. 

Their education policies will add to the Age of Sookery — where 
children are encouraged to play the victim, seeking quotas and 
other nanny-state interventions to succeed in life. There will be 
no talk of ending Australia’s pill-pop culture, where newly 
invented ailments such as “anxiety depression” have become an 
all-purpose alibi for errant footballers, welfare slackers and 
those claiming to be freaked out by the prospect of a democratic 
national vote on same-sex marriage. 
Most of all, there will be no talk exposing the fraud of identity 
politics: the Leftist obsession subdividing our nation on the basis 
of race, gender and sexuality. 
By encouraging people to focus on their individual identity, the 

Left is atomising society and destroying our sense of 
community, no less than the individualistic Right. 
How fitting for this election to have been called on Sunday. It’s 
the mother of all politically correct charades. 

FEMINIST IS LIVING IN FANTASY LAND 
ONE thing I’ve learnt in listening to Left-feminists is to never 
believe a word they say. I had another glimpse of their 
alternative universe last Sunday week on breakfast TV, in 
debating Van Badham about the gender pay gap (GPG) — the 
difference between male and female full-time average weekly 
earnings. 
Badham, a columnist for The Guardian and Labor Herald, has 
variously described her politics as that of “a libertarian 
communist” and “an anarcho-syndicalist” (someone who 
believes in the workplace as the key point of revolutionary 
uprising). 
She’s a typical Left-feminist — holding views that represent 
0.001 per cent of public opinion but finding a noisy niche in the 
media and parties such as Labor and the Greens. 
On Seven Sunrise, Badham insisted that the calculation of 
Australia’s 17.5 per cent GPG factored out gender differences in 
hours worked and occupational choices. It does no such thing. 
The pay gap statistic is a product of three factors: women 
working fewer hours than men; women choosing more family-
flexible industries such as retail and hospitality (which pay less); 
and women losing experience and promotional opportunities 
from their time out of the workforce having children. 
By itself, the 17.5 per cent figure cannot be used as proof of 
discrimination. 
To properly test this feminist theory, we need to find a 
workforce group that allows us to exclude the variables of hours 
worked, family-flexible job seeking and baby “interruptions”. 
Young people leaving university are an obvious choice. Data for 
Australian graduates in their first full-time job shows that in 12 
out of 21 fields of tertiary qualification, young women are being 
paid at a higher hourly rate than men. This is true of 
accounting, art and design, biological science, computers, 
dentistry, earth science, engineering, humanities, law, physical 
science, psychology and social work graduates. 
Financially, among our best and brightest, girl-power is beating 
the boys. On Sunrise, Badham also insisted that the pay gap for 
15-19 year-old workers is 11 per cent. 
But she forgot to tell the viewers this statistic is for full-time 
jobs only. The vast majority of young people are in part-time 
employment. 

That’s why the ANZ Bank, in a report endorsed by the outgoing 
Sex Discrimination Commissioner Elizabeth Broderick, said that, 
“for people aged 15-19, the pay gap is 0.3 per cent”. 
Australia’s equal work/equal pay laws are doing the job they 
were intended to do. Badham is yet another peddler of FFs in 
our public debate — feminist fantasies. 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/the-
election-is-shaping-as-a-battle-between-the-two-most-
politicallycorrectleadersinaustraliashistory/newsstory/67
16868c9e6097c26a4ea39ba26f9213 
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If you disagree with me ... you’re a racist 
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